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ABSTRACT

During eukaryotic replication primase•polymerase α (prim•polα)
complex synthesizes de novo chimeric primers composed of about 10 nt
RNA and 20 nt DNA, which are subsequently extended by main replicative
DNA polymerases (pol), polε and polδ, on leading and lagging strands,
respectively. It is estimated that prim•polα initiates more than 10 millions of
lagging strand Okazaki fragments in human genome in each replication
cycle. A concerted action of the two active sites, RNA pol and DNA pol, is
required to ensure the efficient priming. A remarkable feature of the
prim•polα complex is the “programmed” synthesis of the chimeric primer,
where the lengths of the RNA and DNA parts are tightly regulated. It is
likely achieved by emerging intrinsic structural features of the complex and
components of replication fork. To get a better understanding of the
mechanism and biological importance of priming by the primase•polα, we
utilized biochemical and genetic approaches to examine the protein-protein
interactions, de novo synthesis and primer extension by prim•polα and the
genome stability in primase mutants.
A direct interaction between the N-terminal domain of the human
primase accessory subunit (p58N) and the C-terminal domain of the polα
(p180C) catalytic subunit was found. The function of the C-terminal domain

of primase containing Fe-S cluster and linker connecting it with p58N in the
regulation of primase and polα synthesis was revealed. A novel interaction
between the C-terminal domain with the 5’ triphosphate group of the RNA
primer as well as the phosphodiester backbone of the template at the
primer/template junction defines the length of the RNA primer, and the
position where polα synthesis starts. We describe two mechanisms of
decrease of apparent processivity of polα induced by divalent metal ions.
The increased genomic instability in yeast mutants defective in primer
initiation during Okazaki fragment synthesis led to a hypothesis on
mutation-prone Okazaki fragment maturation when priming is delayed.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION - DNA polymerase alpha and
eukaryotic DNA replication
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1.1 The requirement of RNA primers during replication initiation.
DNA replication is a fundamental biological process to store and transmit genetic
information. DNA molecules adopt double helical structure (1) and are replicated semiconservatively (2) by a specialized class of enzymes called DNA polymerases (pols),
capable copying template DNA using preformed primers. DNA synthesis in living
organisms is almost universally initiated by de novo synthesis of RNA primers. There are
only a few exceptions. Mammalian primpol and the heterodimeric archaeal Sulfolobus
solfataricus (Sso) primase are two known primases that can use both ribonucleotide
triphosphate (rNTP) and deoxyribonucleotide triphosphate (dNTP) to initiate primer
synthesis (3,4). However, these two enzymes are not the main primases in their respective
organisms. In mammalian cells, a complex of primase with DNA polymerase α
(prim•polα) is used exclusively for initiation of DNA synthesis during chromosomal
replication (following section), whereas primpol is not essential (5). The archaeal
heterodimeric eukaryotic-like primases coexist with orthologs of bacterial DnaG-like
primase that uses exclusively rNTPs (6,7). This type of primases can synthesize DNA up
to 3 kb, and hypothetically function during DNA repair (7). It is not known which
primase is normally used in archaeal DNA replication. Another exception is the reverse
transcription by retroviruses (e.g. HIV) and retrotransposons (long terminal repeats
(LTR) and non-LTR type (e.g. telomerase)), where either tRNA or the 3’ chromosomal
DNA ends are utilized to serve as the primer for DNA synthesis (8).
There are two possible reasons why genome replication requires specially dedicated
primase and starts with RNA. The first reason is purely structural and becomes evident
from the mode of interaction of DNA pols with DNA. All known DNA pols adopt a
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conformation resembling right-hand with functional domains called palm, fingers, and
thumb. In addition, most replicative DNA polymerases also have additional 3’-5’
exonuclease domain for proofreading activity ((9,10) Figure 1.1). The polymerase active
site locates at the highly conserved palm domain, where both template DNA and 3’ -OH
of the growing DNA strand make contacts with protein residues, thus providing the
information on the identity of next nucleotide that could be incorporated. The fingers
domain is adjacent to the palm domain making contacts with the incoming dNTP and
undergoes a large conformational change when the incoming nucleotide is positioned
near the metals, template, and the 3’ end of the growing strand in the active site. Both
template and growing strand upstream of the 3’-hydroxyl group interact with the thumb
domain, and this arrangement determines either the editing or polymerization modes of
the enzyme ((11); Figure 1.2). For example, thumb, palm and exonuclease subdomains in
yeast polε make close contacts with at least 11 bases behind the 3’OH group ((12); Figure
1.3). Therefore, a single deoxynucleotide with a free 3’OH group (de novo DNA
synthesis) is not enough to provide a stable ternary complex with pol and template
to activate the synthesis. DNA polymerases evolved to bind to template with a primer of
certain length, On the other hand, RNA polymerases can form stable structures with
single or di-nucleotides, which provide a more stable foundation for further extension
(13). Still, in the primase reaction products in vitro many di-nucleotides remain
unextended, which is a sign of aborted synthesis due to some unstable complexes (14).
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Figure 1.1, DNA synthesis and position of primer template in polymerase and
exonuclease active sites in Klenow fragment (a) and in polymerase site of Reverse
Transcriptase (b) (9). It is noticeable that the direction of DNA synthesis relative to the
conserved polymerase catalytic subdomain is the same in both polymerases. P and E
mark the locations of the Klenow fragment’s polymerase (palm) and 3',5'-exonuclease
active sites, respectively. The 3',5'-exonuclease (E) removes wrong misincorporated
nucleotides as sensed by the thumb domain binding to the upstream growing strand. Any
factor that destabilizes duplex DNA (which contacts thumb), such as a mismatched base
pair, will favor the switch to editing complex and excision of the nucleotide.
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Figure 1.2. X-ray crystal structure of the B-family DNA polymerase RB69,
including N-terminal domain (yellow), exonuclease domain (red), palm (magenta),
fingers (blue), and thumb (green), shown as a ribbon representation (11). The primer
and template strands of the DNA are shown in a stick representation, with the primer
(gold) and the template (gray). The two calcium ions bound at the polymerase active site
are shown as light blue spheres, along with a calcium ion at the exonuclease active site.
The incoming dTTP is shown colored according to atom type, with carbons in gold.
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Figure 1.3. Schematic diagram showing the interactions between yeast pol ε and the
DNA primer template (12). Residues interacting with DNA are color coded according
to the domains they belong to (fingers (green), palm (pink), thumb (light blue),
exonuclease (gold) and N-terminal domains (light yellow)) Residues in brackets indicate
that these residues have side chains positioned in the vicinity of the DNA with the
potential to form direct salt-bridges to the phosphodiester backbone.
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The second reason to use of ribonucleotides for priming lies in the kinetics of the
reaction. The cellular rNTPs concentrations, necessary for transcription, are usually at
least ten-fold higher than the concentrations of dNTPs, and purine (A and G) rNTPs
levels are generally higher than pyrimidine (T and C) (15). The formation of the first two
nucleotides (di-NT) is the rate-limiting step of primer synthesis. The 5’ nucleotide in
RNA primer synthesized by primase is a purine (A or G). The second nucleotide is
generally a purine too but this is not exclusive and pyrimidine can also be added (16).
Therefore making two-base purine RNA is catalytically easier in cells then synthesis of
DNA.

1.2 DNA polymerase alpha is specialized enzyme for initiation of DNA synthesis de
novo in eukaryotic cells.
In eukaryotes, primase is a two-subunit enzyme that in complex with a two-subunit
DNA polymerase constitutes four-subunit primase-polα complex (prim•polα). Along with
catalytic subunits of DNA polymerases δ, ε, and ζ, the catalytic subunit of polα belongs
to the B-family DNA polymerases, which carry out the major task of accurate nuclear
genome replication in eukaryotes (17-21). Polε plays an important role in the assembly of
the replisomes at origins (22), whereas prim•polα generates primers de novo (23), polδ
(24) and polε (25) elongate primers synthesized by polα and participate in bulk DNA
synthesis (10,26,27), and polζ is a key player in the synthesis on templates that are
difficult to replicate (28,29). The critical essential step of the replication in eukaryotes is
extension of the RNA primers, made by primase, by polα.
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All B-family polymerases are four-subunit complexes (the latest addition to the group
was polζ that shares two accessory subunits with polδ)(30-34), where the largest catalytic
subunit has a unique regulatory C-terminal domain binding zinc or iron-sulfur clusters
(30,35-37). These C-terminal domains share sequence similarities and are evolutionarily
conserved from yeast to humans (30,38). Human polα is composed of a 180-kDa
catalytic subunit (p180) and a 70-kDa B subunit (p70) (23)(Figure 1.4). The primase part
is composed of a 49-kDa catalytic subunit (p49) and a 58-kDa accessory subunit (p58)
(23,39). Two metal binding sites that are located on the C-terminal domain of p180
(p180C) are occupied by Zn atoms in crystal structure in both yeast and human analogs
(36,40). When p180C fragment was partially purified from bacteria under anaerobic
conditions, it contained a detectable level of iron-sulfur clusters (37), which may be an
artificial peculiarity of the heterologous expression in bacteria (30). The p58 primase
subunit possesses an evolutionarily conserved, C-terminal four-cysteine motif that
coordinates a [4Fe-4S] cluster necessary for the formation and stabilization of the initial
di-ribonucleotide of the RNA primer (41-44).
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Figure 1.4. Overall structure of human prim•polα. A, schematic representation of the
four-subunit complex, p180 (green), p70 (blue), p58 (orange), and p49 (red). The
primary amino acids sequence and the domains of each subunit and various recombinant
constructs studied in the current work are shown as stick diagrams on the left. Metal
binding motifs in p180 are marked by yellow vertical lines and named metal binding sites
MBS1 and MBS2.
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Mouse and yeast homologs of the polα p180C domain interact with the B subunit and
primase, working as a scaffold to tether the catalytic part of p180, B subunit and primase
(45,46). The large interaction interface (4,500 Å2) between the C-terminus of yeast Pol1
and the B-subunit suggests tight contact between two polypeptides (36). The B subunit
has an N-terminal helical subdomain, an oligonucleotide-oligosaccharide binding (OB)
subdomain and a C-terminal phosphoesterase (PE) subdomain. The N-terminal helical
domain can interact with SV40 viral helicase, thus explaining how polα is recruited for
viral genome replication (47). The structural information is consistent with the idea that
p180C•p70 might tether the prim•polα to the other components of replication machinery
(45,48). The B-subunit and C-terminal domain of the catalytic subunits are highly
conserved. Alignment of the B-subunits of human polα, δ, and ε as well as archaeal DNA
pol II (also the B-family DNA pol) shows the conservation of all three subdomains,
except the B-subunit of polδ does not possess the N-terminal helical domain. However, a
similar winged helix-turn-helix domain exists in the third subunit of polδ (Figure 1.5),
which may fulfill the function of the missing domain in the second subunit (49). Structure
and sequence alignment of the polα B-subunit of human and yeast (S. cerevisiae)
indicates that, despite the sequence identity is only 27%, the subdomains are conserved
and structures are highly similar (50). Addition of the polα B-subunit from fruit fly and
zebrafish to yeast and human sequence alignment shows an overall 26.3% sequence
similarity (Figure 1.6)
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Figure 1.5. Highly conserved domains of the B family DNA polymerase second
subunits (49). The subdomains of second subunits of B-family DNA pols are including
the archaeal Methanothermobacter thermautotrophicus DNA polymerase II (Mt pol II),
human polα (pola2), human pol ε (pole2) and pol δ (p50). The third subunit of human Pol
δ (p66) contains the winged helix-turn-helix domain similar to the other second subunits
of B-family pols.
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Figure 1.6. Sequence alignments of the yeast, Drosophila melanogaster, Danio rerio,
and human polα B subunits. The conserved residues are highlighted with black
background; similar but not identical residues are highlighted in grey background.
Sequences were aligned using clustalx-2.1 software and visualized by Geneious R6
software.
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Prim•polα is the only B-family polymerase complex that possesses an RNA
polymerase and a DNA polymerase. The knowledge on this enzyme before recent breakthrough structural discoveries (40) is summarized below. Polα lacks proofreading
exonuclease activity, a feature that can facilitate DNA synthesis during transition from
RNA to DNA. The synthetic activity of the complex is limited to the synthesis of
RNA/DNA hybrids that serve as primers for the synthesis of genomic DNA. During the
initiation of DNA synthesis, primase first synthesizes a short RNA primer in a two-phase
reaction, the rate-limiting synthesis of dinucleotide, and the subsequent faster, further
elongation to reach the length of around ten ribonucleotides (51). Then, polα takes over
and extends the primer by approximately 20 nucleotides of DNA. The ability to
determine the size of RNA and DNA parts (called “counting”) is thought to be an
intrinsic property of primase and polα (52,53). This primer is elongated by polδ/polε for
synthesis of the bulk of chromosomal DNA. The nature of the replication on the lagging
strand requires multiple initiations by the polα-prim, which leads to the formation of 165
bp Okazaki fragments (Figure 1.7A) that correspond to unit size of nucleosomal repeats
(54).
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Figure 1.7. Three-polymerase model of replication fork in eukaryotes (27). (A)
Original model of replication fork, proposed by Sugino group (55). Polα start synthesis of
short RNA-DNA primers on the leading strand upon origin firing. Then on leading strand
the primers are extended by polε. On the lagging strand, polα synthesizes short fragments
on the opposite direction of the fork multiple times (forms Okazaki fragments), which are
extended by polδ. (B) The currently most widely accepted model of the replicases at
eukaryotic replication fork. The model illustrates that the MCM helicase (pink) unwinds
the DNA and determines the direction of the fork; Polε (green oval) replicates the leading
DNA strand; and Polδ (red oval) replicates the lagging strand; Polα-primase (blue oval)
synthesizes RNA–DNA primers (open circles and straight lines); the eukaryotic
replication protein A (RPA; gray ovals) covers and stabilizes the single-stranded DNA;
the sliding clamp proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA; gray ring) forms complex
with Polε and δ to increase polymerase processivity; and the Fen1–DNA ligase complex
(yellow) processes and maturates the Okazaki fragments.
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Due to the 5’ to 3’ DNA synthesis replication polarity, the leading strand is codirectional to the active helicase, CMG complex, positioned on this strand and
presumably is primed by polα and synthesized by polε, tightly bound to helicase. The
lagging strand is replicated in the opposite direction, primed by polα and extended by
polδ (Figure 1.7B). Since the lagging strands are constantly primed in the opposite
direction in respect of the replication fork movement, the downstream Okazaki fragment
extended by polδ encounters the upstream RNA/DNA primer synthesized by primasepolα. Polδ can displace the primers into 5’ flaps of various lengths. Depending on the
length of the flaps, they will be either removed by Fen1 (short flaps) or Dna2 (long flaps),
and subsequently ligated to form a continuous strand of DNA (Figure 1.8). Stodola and
Burgers (56) showed that the activities of polδ and Fen1 are sufficient to process the
RNA primer of the earlier Okazaki fragment, in the absence of RNase H. During a single
round of nuclear DNA replication in S. cerevisiae ~100,000 Okazaki fragments are made
and maturated (17). Despite of the processing and maturation of Okazaki fragments,
approximately 1.5% of the S. cerevisiae genome contains the traces of the DNA
synthesized by polα (57). Human genome contains approximately 3 billion base pairs (3
billion bases of each leading and lagging strand during replication). If the size of Okazaki
fragments in humans is the same as in yeast, approximately 90 million bases in human
genome are traces of DNA synthesized by polα.
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Figure 1.8. Replication stages of the lagging strand. Since the lagging strand goes to
the opposite direction of the replisome, the downstream Okazaki fragment encounters the
upstream fragment from the 5’ direction. (A) Before the synthesis of the downstream, the
region that unwound by the helicase is temporarily covered by RPA. Polα-primase
competes with the RPA for template binding and initiates the RNA-DNA primer
synthesis. The primer synthesized by polα is extended by polδ that is loaded to PCNA by
RFC. (B) During elongation, FEN1 is loaded together with Polδ on PCNA. (C) Polδ
displaces the encountered upstream Okazaki fragment, which leaves the flap to be
processed by RNase H and FEN1. Longer flaps are stabilized by RPA that inhibits FEN1
but promotes the Dna2 exonuclease activity. The trimmed flaps are processed by FEN1.
Then DNA ligase seals the nick (17).
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1.3 Dissertation Overview
Although eukaryotic prim•polα (including human) has been studied for more than 20
years, many details of the operations of this enzymatic complex at the replication fork
were still not understood. For example, it was still enigmatic how primase and polα work
together during the RNA-DNA primer synthesis. In chapter three, we describe genetic
and biochemical studies to identify the interacting parts of primase and polα domains.
The study provided insights on how primase and polymerase activities could be
regulated. Several primase and polymerase activity assays were designed to address
different questions. In the de novo primer synthesis assays with prim•polα variants
possessing combinations of catalytic and regulatory domains we examined how polα
might regulate primase processivity and activity. The interaction between primase
regulatory domain and the triphosphate of the first ribonucleotide in nascent RNA primer
appears to serve as an important mechanism of primase synthesis and counting the
number of nucleotides in the RNA primer. Chapter four is dedicated to description of
two distinct roles that divalent metal cations play in DNA synthesis by polα in
comparison to other DNA pols. On DNA templates with repetitive sequence, Mg divalent
ions, normally catalyzing the reaction, promote the formation of triplex structure and
cause DNA pols stalling. Experiments with polymerase reaction catalyzed by another
divalent ion, Zn2+, revealed a critical step of ion removal within pol reaction cycle. In
Chapter five we present some new preliminary data, discuss possible outcomes of the
whole work and future directions. We outline the design of new experiments to study
switches between polα and pol δ or ε. Based on preliminary yeast genetics data, we
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present hypothetical mechanisms of induction of genome instability by defective primase
function.
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CHAPTER 2: Materials and methods
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This chapter describes methodology used in biochemical analysis and yeast genetics
studies. The main goal of this work is to analyze the structure-related function of primase
and polα in the de novo synthesis of RNA primer and its further extension. First, proteinprotein interactions between four subunits of primase-polα were analyzed using yeasttwo-hybrid (Y2H) and bacterial over-expression pull-down assay. Then de novo synthesis
by human primase was analyzed using purified human primase with several polα variants
and 32P or 33P radiolabeled ribonucleotides. Primase activities during extension were
analyzed using either fluorescent-labeled primers or unlabeled primers in reactions
containing radiolabeled ribonucleotides. Polα activities were analyzed by either coupled
with primase de novo synthesis, or by extension of pre-existing RNA or DNA primers.
Yeast primase-polα mutants were made to study the phenotypic changes in vivo to get
insights into biological roles of primase using mutation accumulation and tri-nucleotide
repeat expansions as the endpoints.

2.1 Protein-protein interactions between subunits of human primase-polα
2.1.1 Construction of plasmids that express human DNA prim•polα genes for Y2H assay.
Material: The cDNAs for the p49 (encoding for 420 amino acids, (aa)) and p58 (509
aa) subunits of human primase cloned into pETDUET1 vector (pETDUET1-p49-p58His6
plasmid) and human polα B subunit (598 aa) and C-terminal of POLA1 encoding for
(p180C, aa 1265-1462 aa) and human polδ subunit p66 cloned into pColaDuet1
(pColaDuet1-p70His6-SUMOp180C-p66N) were provided by Dr. Baranovskiy from
from Dr. Tahirov laboratory.
For Y2H assay, I amplified the coding sequences (cs) of all four genes of human
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primase-polα subunits by PCR using pETDUET1-p49-p58His6 and pColaDuet1p70His6-SUMOp180C as templates with attached sequences of restriction sites at both
ends. Then the four amplified PCR products were ligated into the pGADT7 and
pGBKT7 vectors (eight constructs total; Clontech, Mountain View, CA) containing TRP1
and LEU2 selection markers, respectively.
2.1.2 Y2H assay to detect protein-protein interaction
The yeast strain AH109 with three reporter genes, HIS3, ADE2, and lacZ, was a
generous gift from Dr. Paul Sorgen laboratory at UNMC. AH109 cells were transformed
by combinations of the plasmids constructed in 2.1.1. The co-transformations by
plasmids with cs-p49/cs-p58 and cs-p180C/cs-p70 combinations as well as the murine csp53/cs-SV40 large T-antigen served as positive controls. The co-transformations by each
construct with an empty vector served as negative controls. The cells were allowed to
grow three days on Synthetic Complete drop-out plates lacking leucine and tryptophan
(SC-Leu-Trp-). Grown colonies of transformants were replica-plated on SC plates
additionally lacking histidine (SC-Leu-Trp- His), adenine (SC-Leu-Trp-Ade-), or both
(SC-Leu-Trp- His-Ade-). Growth of colonies on each plate was evaluated after 3 days of
incubation at 30 °C. Activation of both HIS3 and ADE2 reporters was recorded as an
interaction if 80% of the colonies with prey and bait genes were His+ and Ade+ (the
single activation of the HIS3 reporter produces many “false positives”; therefore, only the
concomitant Ade+ phenotype suggests that proteins under study really interact).
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2.1.3 Construction of plasmids that express human DNA prim•polα genes for overexpression in E.coli and pull-down assay.
Several expression constructs were made for bacterial over-expression (Table 2.1).
Table 2.1. Bacterial expression plasmid constructs used for studies of protein-protein
interactions of human prim•polα parts.
Name

Coding sequence (cDNA)

Backbone

pE1

cs-p58-HIS6, cs-SUMOp180C

pETDuet-1

pE2

cs-p58-HIS6

pETDuet-1

pE3

cs-p49, cs-p58

pETDuet-1

pE4

cs-p49, cs-p58N (encoding amino acids 1-265)

pETDuet-1

pE5

cs-p49, cs-p58C (encoding amino acids 266-509)

pETDuet-1

pC1

cs-p70-HIS6, cs-SUMOp180C, cs-p66N

pColaDuet-1

pC2

cs-p70-HIS6

pColaDuet-1

pC3

cs-SUMOp180C

pColaDuet-1
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The cs-p58-HIS6 and cs-SUMO-p180C were cloned together into the MCS1 and
MCS2 of pETDuet-1 (vector named as pE1, Table 2.1), respectively, using a two-step
insertion method (58). A single insertion of cs-p58-HIS6 (pE2) into pETDuet-1 served as
a control. Non-tagged cs-p49 and cs-p58 were cloned into the MCS1 and MCS2 of
pETDuet-1(pE3), respectively. The cs-p58N (encoding amino acids 1-265) or cs-p58C
(amino acids (aas) 266-509) was cloned into the MCS2 of the pETDuet-1 that contains
cs-p49 at MCS1. To obtain a pColaDuet-1 vector producing only SUMO-p180C (for
negative controls) a premature stop-codon was introduced into the cs-p70-HIS6.

2.1.4 Induction of gene expression in bacterial cultures
The pETDuet-1 and pColaDuet-1 constructs were introduced into the Rosetta-2
(DE3) cells by transformation and selected on the LB with antibiotics (ampicillin
/kanamycin /chloramphenicol) medium. Individual colonies of transformants were
inoculated in 5 ml LB broth with antibiotic for 16 hour growth at 37 °C (overnight). Then
300 µl of overnight culture were inoculated into 100 ml of LB broth and the cultures
were allowed to grow to OD600 of 0.8. Then cultures were cooled on ice, transferred to
25 °C shaker. 1 mM of IPTG was added to each culture and they grew for another 16
hours.
2.1.5 Nickel-iminodiacetic acid (Ni-IDA) Pulldown Assay
After induction of gene expression in bacterial cultures (2.1.4), cells were harvested
and kept in aliquots at -80 °C. Cells were disrupted in tubes immersed in ice-chilled
water by sonication in lysis buffer containing 20 mM Tris (pH 7.8), 0.15 M NaCl, 10 mM
KH2PO4, 3% glycerol, 3 mM β-mercaptoethanol, 0.5 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride
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(PMSF), and 1 µg/ml leupeptin. After centrifugation, 0.2 ml of cleared lysate
(corresponding to a 2.5-ml culture volume) was incubated for 1 h with rocking at 4 °C
with 10 µl of Ni-IDA resin. The resin was washed once with 0.2 ml of lysis buffer and 2
times with 0.2 ml of the lysis buffer containing 0.5 M NaCl. The bound proteins were
eluted by 30 µl of 0.3 M imidazole in the lysis buffer (pH 7.7). Proteins of bacterial
lysates and samples eluted from Ni-IDA resin were separated by 12% SDS-PAGE and
detected by Coomassie Blue (R250) staining or Western blotting using the MiniPROTEAN Tetra cell system (Bio-Rad). Anti-His monoclonal antibody and anti-SUMO
monoclonal antibodies (6G2A9 and 4G11E9, respectively; GenScript, Piscataway, NJ)
were used to detect His6-tagged human p58 and p70 and SUMO-tagged p180C,
respectively.
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2.2 De novo primase activity assay.
2.2.1 Primers and template used in de novo primase activity and primase- polα primer
extension assays were purchased from IDT Inc., Coralville, Iowa.
Table 2.2 DNA Templates used in de novo primase activity assay
Name

Sequence

Poly-dT70

(dT)70

35a2

5’ GCG AAG GAG AAG CAG AGG AGA GGA GGATAAAAAAA

60a5

5’ GGA GAG AAG GAG CAA GGA GAG GAA GAC GAA GGA GAA GCA
GAG GAG AGG AGG ATAAAAAAA

TA15

5’ AAAAAAAAAAAAAAATAAAAAAA

GA6

5’ AAAGAGAGAGAGAGATAAAAAAA
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Table 2.3 DNA Templates used in primer extension assay
Name

Sequence

Poly-dT70

(dT)70

73a

5’(T)35AGCGTCTTAATCTAAGCACTCGCTATGTTTTCAAGTTT

73b

5’GTCTGGAATGATGAAGATTACTAGTGAAGATTCTGAGCGTCTTAATCTAAGC
ACTCGCTATGTTTTCAAGTTT

73 C-rich

5’ CCTAA(CCCTAA)8CTCGCTATGTTTTCAAGTTT

73 G-rich

5’ (TTAGGG)9TCGCTATGTTTTCAAGTTT

46A1

5’ GATTCACACGACTAGCACACTAAGCACTCGCTATGTTTTCAAGTTT

60a7

5’GTGAGAGAAGGAGAAGGAGAGGAAGAGAAGGAGAAGAGGAGAGAAACGC
CGCCAAAAAAA

60a10

5’GCGAGAGAAGGAGAAGGAGAGGAAGAGAAGGAGAAGAGGAGACCCGACC
AGCCAAAAAAA

53a1

5’GTGAGAGAAGGAGAAGGAGAGGAAGAGAAGGAGAAGAGGAGAGAAACGC
CGCC

33a5

5’GGAGTACGAATCAGTTAGACGCCGCCAAGAATA

22a6

5’ ATACAACCCGCACGCCAACATA

25a3

5’ ATACTATCCCGACCAGCCAATACAA

59a

5’GTGAGAGAAGGAGAAGGAGAGGAAGAGAAGGAGAAGAGGAGAGAACGCC
GCCAAAAAAA

58a

5’GTGAGAGAAGGAGAAGGAGAGGAAGAGAAGGAGAAGAGGAGAGACGCCG
CCAAAAAAA
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18a1

5 -AAACACCGAGCCAACATA

12a1

5 -AAACACCGAGCC

60a9

53a2

5’GCGAGAGAAGGAGAAGGAGAGGAAGAGAAGGAGAAGAGGAGATCCGACC
AGCCAAAAAAA
5’GCGAGAGAAGGAGAAGGAGAGGAAGAGAAGGAGAAGAGGAGATCCGACC
AGCC

59a2

5’GCGAGAGAAGGAGAAGGAGAGGAAGAGAAGGAGAAGAGGAGATCCGCAC
GCCAAAAAAA

52a2

5’GCGAGAGAAGGAGAAGGAGAGGAAGAGAAGGAGAAGAGGAGATCCGCAC
GCC
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Table 2.4 Primers used in extension assay
-TYE665: is the fluorescent label (Cy5 equivalent); PPP is the triphosphate group
Name

Sequence

Poly-dA15

5’TYE665 -(dA)15

Poly-rA15

5’ TYE665-(rA)15

Hetero-DNA 5’ TYE665-CTTGAAAACATAGCGA
Hetero-RNA 5’ TYE665-rCrTrTrGrArArArArCrArTrArGrCrGrA
5’ tri-P6

5’PPP-rGrGrCrGrGrC

P6

5’GGCGGC

5’ tri-P7

5’ PPP-GGCUCGG

P7

5’ GGCUCGG

5’Tri-P9

5’PPP-rGrGrCrGrUrGrCrGrG

5’Tri-P10

5’PPP-rGrGrCrUrGrGrUrCrGrG

P10

5’-rGrGrCrUrGrGrUrCrGrG
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2.2.2 Primer and template preparation and purification
The labeled primers and templates (non-labeled) were carefully purified before future
use.
2.2.2.1. 5’ end labeling reaction using 32P-γ-ATP
To label the primers, 50 µl of reaction containing 50 pmol of each primers were
added to reaction containing 50 pmoles of 32P-γ-ATP, 20 units of T4 Polynucleotide
Kinase (T4-PNK) in 1X T4-PNK reaction buffer on ice. Then reactions were started by
incubation at 37 ºC for 1 hour. Then reactions were stopped by adding EDTA to a final
concentration of 20 mM on ice.
2.2.2.2. Purification of labeled primers using C-18 column
The labeled oligonucleotides were dissolved in 2 ml TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 1
mM EDTA, pH 8.0] with 150 mM NaCl and purified using Waters C18 Sep-Pak
cartridges. The cartridges were prepared by flushing them with 10 ml of methanol and
subsequently rinsing the cartridge two times with 10 ml of water, before passing the
oligonucleotide solutions slowly through the cartridge. The flow-through was collected
and passed through the cartridge two more times. The column was then washed with 10
ml of water, and a small amount of air was pushed through the cartridge to remove any
excess water. The labeled single-stranded primers were then eluted with 1.2 ml of 60%
methanol and dried in a Savant Speed Vac.
2.2.2.3. Purification of non-labeled templates or fluorescent-labeled primers using
denaturing PAGE and C-18 column.
The oligos were suspended in solutions contain 50% formamide, 2.5 mM EDTA, and
0.01% Orange-G of concentration of 400 µM. 2 pmol of each oligo were loaded to 1418% Urea-PAGE gel (depending on the oligo size) and ran 3 hours at 2000 V. After the
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run, gel cassette was disassembled to uncover the gel for slicing out the oligo band. The
fluorescent-labeled primers were visible by naked eye since the oligos had attached blue
dye. The template unlabeled oligos were stained first by GelStarTM Nucleic Acid Gel
Stain (Lonza Rockland, Inc., Rockland, ME, USA), visualizing using blue-filtered lamp
with orange glass and corresponding parts of the gels were cut out. The gels parts with
bands were sliced and chopped into small pieces, placed in 1 to 3 ml of 1x TE buffer,
subjected to 3 freeze/thaw cycles and eluted overnight at 30 °C. The eluted oligos were
further cleaned and concentrated by C-18 column as described in section 2.2.2.2.
2.2.3 Primase Assay (de novo synthesis of RNA primers on single-stranded templates).
The activity of full-length human primase variants was tested on several different
single-stranded DNA templates as indicated in corresponding figures. Reactions (20 µl)
were assembled on ice in the following order: 100 nM template was added to reaction
buffer (30 mM HEPES-KOH (pH 7.9), 1 mM DTT, 7 mM MgCl2 or MnCl2) followed by
the addition of 100 M rATP or 1 mM dATP with 0.15 µM [α-32P]-rATP (3000 Ci/mmol)
or 0.15 µM [α-32P]dATP (3000 Ci/mmol; MP Biomedicals, Santa Ana, CA). Then 0.1
µM primase with or without 0.025, 0.05, or 0.1 µM p70 p180C or 0.2 µM p70 p180 N
was added, and reaction tubes were incubated at 37 °C for 20 min in a thermo cycler
(Thermolyne Amplitron I). A molecular weight marker was created by 5’
phosphorylation of the single-stranded 70-mer poly(dT) by T4 polynucleotide kinase
(New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA) following the manufacturer’s instructions with [γ32

P]rATP (4500 Ci/mmol, MP Biomedicals). Reaction products were mixed with

formamide loading buffer (95% formamide, 5 mM EDTA, 0.02% bromphenol blue, and
0.02% xylene cyanol), heated at 65 °C for 10 min, and resolved by 20% urea-PAGE
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(UreaGel System (19:1 acrylamide/ bisacrylamide); National Diagnostics, Atlanta, GA)
for 5 h at 2000 V. The gel was dried at 65 °C for 45 min using a Bio-Rad 583 gel dryer.
The reaction products were visualized by phosphorimaging (Typhoon 9410, GE
Healthcare). The intensities of bands were quantified using the ImageQuant software
(version 5.2, Molecular Dynamics).
2.2.4. Primer Extension Assay by DNA pols using fluorescent- or 5’32P- labeled primers
Activities of the p180ΔN-core, p70•p180 N, or p70•p180•N•p49•p58 were compared
in reactions (20 µl) that contained 0.75 µM poly-dT70 template with 0.50 µM 5 -TYE665
fluorophore-labeled poly-dA15 DNA or poly-rA15 RNA oligos or 73a (73b) templates preannealed with hetero-DNA or RNA primers. The annealing of the 73a or the 73b
template with RNA or DNA primers was done by a decrease of temperature from 80 to
25 °C in 0.5 °C/min gradient in the thermo cycler (50 µl volume, 50 mM NaCl). The
activity of primase p49·p58 heterodimer was analyzed using close to an equal 1:1.5 ratio
of enzyme to template. The activities of primase p49·p58·p70p·180 N heterotetramer
were analyzed using a low 1:15 ratio of enzyme to primer/template. The low ratio of
primase to template allowed us to approach single-hit conditions, whereas at the equal
ratio the primase was able to synthesize longer products due to multiple binding events
with substrate. This allowed us better access the inhibitory effect of dATP. Reactions
were assembled on ice in the following order. The primer/template was added to the
buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 0.2 mg/ml
BSA, and 2 mM DTT followed by the addition of dATP (200 µM or otherwise indicated)
or 200 µM dNTPs for the poly-dT70 and 73a (or 73b) template, respectively. Then, the
p180ΔN-core, p70·p180 N, or p70·p180 N p49·p58 was added into the reaction to
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concentrations indicated in the figure legends. Reactions were held for the indicated time
points at 37 °C in the thermo cycler. T4 DNA polymerase (Promega Corporation; stock
concentration 25 nM) was used as a control for the primer extensions on hetero-DNA and
RNA. Reaction products were mixed with formamide loading buffer (95% formamide,
0.025% Orange G, 5 mM EDTA, and 0.025% SDS) and heated at 70 °C for 5 min. The
reaction products were separated as described previously. Visualization of the products
used the Typhoon 9410 imager (emission of fluorescence at 645 nm or phosphorimaging
described in 2.2.3).
2.2.5 Primer Extension Assay (incorporation of α-33P-labeled nucleotide triphosphates)
Activity of primase or polα in extension of ribo-primers with or without terminal 5'triphosphate annealed to different DNA templates was tested in a 20 µl reaction
containing 30 mM Hepes-KOH (pH 7.9), 50 mM KCl, 1mM DTT, 2 mM MgCl2, 100µM
UTP, 100 µM CTP , 0.25 µM [α-33P]-GTP (3000 Ci/mmol; PerkinElmer, Inc.), 1 µM
template- primer, and various concentrations of primase variants or polα (polα-core,
dimer, tetramer). Reactions were incubated at 35°C in a thermal cycler (Thermolyne
Amplitron I) and stopped by mixing with an equal volume of formamide loading buffer
(95% v/v formamide, 5 mM EDTA 0.02% Bromophenol blue, 0.02% Xylene cyanol, and
0.025% SDS), heated at 65°C for 10 min, and resolved by 20% Urea-PAGE for 5 hours
at 2000 V. The gel was processed as described in 2.2.3.
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2.3. Yeast as a model organism to study primase-polα function during replication
2.3.1. Saccharomyces cerevisiae strains and plasmids
Diploid yeast strain YPOM258 resulted from a cross of two haploid yeast strains,
BY4742 (MATα his3Δ-1 leu2Δ-0 lys2Δ-0 ura3Δ-0) and Δ1 (MATa CAN1 his7-2 leu2Δ::kanMX ura3-Δ trp1-289 ade2-1 lys2-ΔGG2899-2900ψ), Dr. Pavlov, unpublished. The
haploid strain LAN201 (MATα ade5-1 lys2-Tn5-13 trp1-289 his7-2 leu2-3,112 ura3-4)
(59) was provided by Dr. Artem Lada.
The coding sequence corresponding to the C-terminal domain of yeast primase large
subunit within the PRI2 gene (named PRI2-CT) was amplified by PCR and cloned into
yeast integrative vector pRS306 with the URA3 selectable marker giving pRS306-PRI2CT. The pri2-2 (C434Y) allele was generated by site-directed mutagenesis PCR on the
plasmid. Briefly, two semi-complementary primers (described in Liu and Naismith (60))
were used to PCR-amplify the plasmid and change “TGC (Cys)” to “TAC (Tyr)” at
position corresponding to C434. The PCR product was then digested by DpnI and used
for transformation of XL-10 E. coli cells. Plasmids were isolated and sequenced.
Then pRS306-PRI2-CT (C434Y) was digested by AgeI restriction enzyme and this
preparation was used to transform the diploid YPOM258 or haploid LAN201 yeast
strains. Transformants were selected on synthetic complete (SC) medium lacking uracil.
The haploid transformants were plated on 5-fluoroorotate (5-FOA) medium forced the
loss of the URA3 marker by intrachromatid ‘‘pop-out’’ recombination. The single
colonies of FOA-resistant cells were isolated and streaked on complete (yeast extract
peptone dextrose with adenine and uracil (YPDAU)) plate. Clones containing the
mutation in PRI2 region were found after PCR amplification and sequencing of the
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corresponding region of genomic DNA isolated from the colonies.
The diploid YPOM258 yeast cells containing one copy of wild type PRI2 and one
copy of pri2-2 mutation were plated onto sporulation medium (contain 1% potassium
acetate and minimum nutrient required) for induction of meiosis. The cell walls of asci
were digested in 2 mg/ml zymolyase solution and individual spores from tetrads were
isolated using micromanipulator. After tetrad dissection the haploid clones carry the pri22 were isolated by “pop-out” recombination method (see above). The pri22/rev3∆(rev3::LEU2) strain was made by transforming XbaI digested pAM56 plasmid
(described in (61)) into pri2-2 strain and selected on SC- Leu- media.
2.3.2. CAN1 forward mutation assay and fluctuation analysis for determination of
mutation rates.
Mutations at CAN1 locus were selected for on synthetic complete media lacking
arginine and containing canavanine (SC-Arg- CAN+). Cells with wild-type CAN1 gene
(encodes for arginine permease) take up canavanine, a toxic arginine analog, and die.
Forward mutations that inactivate CAN1 (e.g. base substitution, insertion, deletion) allow
for growth on such medium.
A patch test was performed at first for preliminary qualitative characterization of
strains mutability. The quantitative analysis was then done using fluctuation test. Briefly,
nine individual colonies from each of the yeast variants wild type, pri2-2, and pri2-2
rev3Δ were randomly picked and re-suspended into 5 ml of liquid YPDAU medium. The
wild-type culture was grown at 30 °C in rotating incubator for 48 hours, while the pri2-2
and pri2-2 rev3Δ cultures were grow at 30 °C for 96 hours. Then each culture was proper
diluted and plated on synthetic complete (SC) and SC-Arg-+Can agar plates and
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incubated for another 3 to 5 days. Mutant frequency in each culture was calculated by the
number of colonies on selective plates (mutant frequency) divided by number of colonies
on complete medium and then multiplied by dilution factor (survival). The mutation rates
(µ) were calculated using formula originated from Drake (62) as described in (29) as
µ=f/ln(Nµ) (where “f” is median frequency of mutants, “N” is final number of cells) that
was solved by iteration.
To study mutations induced in the presence of Cd2+, we modified the method as
follows. After resuspension of individual colonies in 5 ml of medium, each culture was
split equally into 2.5 ml cultures with or without 10 µM CdCl2 and then shaken at 30 °C
for another 48 and 96 hours, for wild type or the pri2-2, respectively as processed as
before.
2.3.3 Measurement of the (GAA)100 tri-nucleotide expansion in pri2-2 strain.
The (GAA)100 cassette plasmid (described in (63), Figure 2.1) was digested with
SwaI restriction enzyme. Then LAN201 wild-type and pri2-2 strains were transformed by
this digested plasmid, and transformants selected on SC-Ura- plates. The single colonies
isolated from Ura- plates were inoculated in 5 ml of YPDAU broth and streaked on
YPDAU plates at the same time. The 5 ml cultures were grown in the shaker at 28°C for
3 days (4 days for pri2-2 strain). After growth, the cultures were harvested and plated on
5-FOA (100 µl of 10-1 dilution), SC-URA- (100 µl of 10-4 dilution), and YPDAU (100 µl
of 10-6 dilution). The streaked colonies on YPDAU were used for genomic DNA isolation,
to evaluate the status of repeat before expansion. The colonies from 5-FOA plates were
streaked on YPDAU for genomic DNA isolation, to evaluate the status of repeat after
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expansion. The (GAA)100 cassettes were PCR-amplified and run on 1.2% agarose gel to
visualize the extent of expansion.
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Figure 2.1 Cassette for the detection of expansions of the (GAA)100 repeats within the
URA3 marker. The expansion of the repeats leads to the non-functional gene. Arrows
show positions of primers used for the PCR analysis of repeat lengths.
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CHAPTER 3: Primase structure and function: primase counting and
switching during primer synthesis
Most of the material presented in this chapter was published in the following
articles:
Zhang, Y., Baranovskiy, A. G., Tahirov, T. H., Pavlov, Y. I. (2014) “The C-terminal
Domain of the DNA Polymerase Catalytic Subunit Regulates the Primase and
Polymerase Activities of the Human DNA Polymerase α-Primase Complex” J. Biol.
Chem. 289: 22021-34
Baranovskiy, A. G., Zhang, Y., Suwa, Y., Babayeva, N. D., Gu, J., Pavlov, Y. I.,
Tahirov, T. H. (2014) “Crystal Structure of the Human Primase” J. Biol. Chem. 290:
5635-46
Baranovskiy, A. G., Zhang, Y., Suwa, Y., Gu, J., Babayeva, N. D., Pavlov, Y. I.,
Tahirov, T. H. (2016) “Insight into the Human DNA Primase Interaction with Templateprimer” J. Biol. Chem. 291(9):4793-802.
Baranovskiy, A.G., Babayeva, N.D., Zhang, Y., Gu, J., Suwa, Y., Pavlov, Y.I., Tahirov,
T.H. (2016) “Mechanism of concerted RNA-DNA primer synthesis by human
primosome”. J. Biol. Chem. Accepted.
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3.1 Introduction
We already described the eukaryotic prim•polα heterotetrameric complex that
constitutes two polymerases, an RNA polymerase and a DNA polymerase in Chapter 1
(Figure 1.4). It is a unique complex of polymerases different from pols that can
incorporate both ribo- and deoxy-NTPs by the same polymerase active site (e.g. primpol).
The polα p180 catalytic subunit is divided into the N-terminal catalytic domain and a
highly conserved C-terminal domain with two Zn motifs, which are connected by a
flexible linker (Chapter 1, Fig. 1.4). The p58 regulatory subunit of primase contains a
flexible linker that separates the N- and C-terminal domain (40). The C-terminal domain
of p58 contains a Fe-S cluster, which is critical in the initiation of primer synthesis. The
structure similarity between yeast analog priL-CTD with a DNA photolyase from
cryptochrome family of flavoproteins was the first hint that the C-terminal domain of the
large primase subunit may be involved in di-NT synthesis ((64)). The current sequential
synthesis model indicates that after primase synthesizes the 7- to 10-mer RNA primer,
there is a switch to polα synthesis (40). While primase synthesizes, polα remains inactive.
After the switch to polα, the primase activity is not required. It is likely that the activity
of these parts is a subject of tight regulation. In this part of my work the goal was to
determine how primase subunit(s) interacts with polα part(s), and how each part of the
complex regulates the activity of prim•polα.
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3.2. Results
3.2.1. The C-terminal domain (CTD) of the catalytic subunit of human polα interacts with
the N-terminal part of the large subunit of primase
Mammalian polα interacts with the large subunit of primase (39). The structure of
artificially-made, chimeric primase-CTD of polα (amino acids 1445-1462) protein
suggested that the CTD of polα interacts with the N-terminus of the large subunit of
primase (65). To examine the inter-subunit interactions between primase and polα in vivo
we have used a yeast two-hybrid assay. As expected, a strong interaction was detected
between the two primase-subunits as well as the C-terminal domain of polα (p180C) with
the second subunit of polα (p70) (Table 3.1), while no interaction was seen between
p180C and p49. The presence of two plasmids containing cs-p58 fused to activation
domains (AD) and cs-p180C (encoding for aas 1258-1462) fused to BD led to a positive
signal for both HIS3 and ADE2 reporters. However, there was no activation of reporters
when p58 was fused to BD and p180C was fused to AD. We concluded that the large
subunit of human primase interacts with the CTD domain of polα.
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Table 3.1. Activation of the reporter genes (HIS3 and ADE2) by the co-transformation of
the yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) plasmids in yeast strain AH109.
vector combination
pGADT7
negative controls vector
vector
vector
vector
vector
p49
p58
p70
p180CTD

pGBKT7
vector
p49
p58
p70
p180CTD
vector
vector
vector
vector

positive control

*SV40 large T-antigen
p49
p58
p70
p180CTD

murine p53
p58
p49
p180CTD
p70

experiments

p49
p58
p70
p180CTD
p49
p180CTD
p58
p70
p49
p70
p58
p180CTD

p49
p58
p70
p180CTD
p180CTD
p49
p70
p58
p70
p49
p180CTD
p58

activation of reporter genes
HIS3
ADE2

+

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

+
+

+
+
+
+
+

+

Footnotes: * SV40 large T-antigen is in the pTD1 vector and the murine p53 is cloned in
pVA3 vector. Each combination was tested in more than 30 yeast colonies. “+” ≥ 80% of
the colonies have the positive phenotype of the activated reporter gene.
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To get more precise information about the interaction, we explored the binding of the
same proteins produced in bacteria, in Rosetta-2 (DE3) cells (Figure 3.1). Co-expression
of the genes encoding the SUMO-tagged p180C and HIS6-tagged p58 allowed us to
obtain a stable binary complex by affinity purification on the Ni-IDA resin (Figure 3.1A,
lane 5). The stoichiometry of the binding between p58- HIS6 and SUMO-p180C was
similar to the positive control (Figure 3.1A, lane 4). The identities of p58- HIS6 and p70HIS6 purified by Ni-IDA resin, as well as the SUMO-p180C were verified by the
Western-blot analysis (Figure 3.1B).
In the crystal structure, p58N is tightly bound to the p49 subunit of primase (65),
although it lacks the C-terminal domain with the [Fe-S] cluster (amino acids 287-509).
Weiner et al. (42,43) noted that the purification of the p58N alone is problematic, because
it is largely insoluble in the absence of p49. In our experiments, only a 24 kDa
proteolytic product was seen (Figure 3.1A and B, lane 1) in the pull-down of p58-HIS6
alone, which likely represents the C-terminal part of the p58 subunit. To investigate the
role of the primase domain containing [Fe-S] cluster in interaction with polα, plasmids
encoding for two subunits of primase (p49•p58) and two subunits of polα (SUMOp180C•p70-HIS6) were constructed and the four-subunit complex was produced. An Nterminal SUMO tag was added to the p180C to address the problem of poor solubility of
the protein in E. coli. The levels of primase are typically higher than polα when produced
in E. coli cells. The HISx6 tag, therefore, was placed in the N-terminal of the p70 subunit
to obtain a quaternary complex with more even stoichiometry after pull-down. Similar to
the p49•p58•SUMO-p180C•p70-HISx6 (positive control; Figure 3.1C, lane 4), the
p49•p58N and SUMO-p180C•p70-HISx6 are represented by stable quaternary complexes
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after affinity purification on the Ni-IDA resin (Figure 3.1C, lane 5). After the production
of p49•p58C and SUMO-p180C•p70-HISx6, only a binary complex SUMO-p180C•p70HISx6 was present on the gel after pull-down (Figure 3.1C, lane 6). We concluded that
the polα interaction with primase is through the p180C-p58N. Neither p49, nor the part
containing the [Fe-S] domain of p58, play a role in the interaction. Our data are
consistent with the recent finding that the last 18 residues of the C-terminal region of the
yeast Polα catalytic subunit are important for binding to the N-terminus of the primase
large subunit (45,65).
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Figure 3.1. N-terminus of the large subunit of primase tethers it to polα. Analysis of
the pulldown of proteins separated on SDS-PAGE and stained by Coomassie Blue (R250).
A, direct interaction between p58 and p180C. Lane 1, p58-Hisx6 is self-cleaved to a 24kDa product in the absence of its binding partner; lane 2, SUMO-p180C does not bind to
Ni-IDA resins; lane 3, p70-Hisx6 pulldown by Ni-IDA resin; lane 4, SUMO-p180C
binds to p70-Hisx6; lane 5, p180C sumo binds to p58-Hisx6. B, Western blot detection of
the interacting proteins seen in A. C, finding a region of p58 that is responsible for its
interaction with pol. Lanes 1 and 2, p49, p58, p58N, or SUMO-p180C do not bind to NiIDA resin in the absence of p70-Hisx6 (negative controls); lane 3, SUMO-p180C binds
to p70-Hisx6 (positive control). Lane 4, p58 p49 interacts with pol (SUMO-p180C p70Hisx6; positive control); lane 5, p49 p58N interacts with SUMO-p180C p70-Hisx6; lane
6 shows the absence of interaction of p58C or p49 with SUMO-p180C p70-Hisx6.
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3.2.2. The role of polα in regulating primase activity
To study the functional relevance of the subunit contacts in polα-prim, several
variants of recombinant human primase and polα were purified in laboratory of our
collaborator, Dr. Tahirov. Similar to yeast polα (52), where N-terminus interacts with
Ctf4 for the integration of polα into the replication fork (66), the N-terminus of human
p180 is poorly folded and has no conserved motifs necessary for DNA polymerizing
activity, so it has been deleted to increase protein solubility and simplify its purification.
B-subunit (p70) with catalytically proficient catalytic DNA pol subunit, p180ΔN is called
two-subunit polα (or p70•p180ΔN). The C-terminal domain of p180 (p180C) in complex
with p70 is called polα-CTD (or p70•p180C). The catalytic domain of p180 without the
N-terminal unstructured region and C-terminal part is called p180∆N-core, or simply
p180-core. Two-subunit primase is p49•p58.
We analyzed de novo RNA synthesis and the extension of these primers on the polydT template with radioactive [α-32P]-ATP by p49•p58 heterodimer of primase alone, or in
the complex with heterodimer of p70•p180C, or p70•p180ΔN. The heterodimeric primase
synthesized RNA primers of an average of 8-10 nucleotides unit-length and multiples of
this unit. They were extended to around 20 nucleotides and, more frequently, to around
30 nucleotides, and, less efficiently, they were extended further to 50 and 60 nucleotides
(Figure 3.2A, lane 2). The addition of dATP dramatically inhibited the activity of primase
(Figure 3.2B, lane 3-5). In the presence of p70•p180C the majority of products became
longer, around 70 nucleotides in length (Figure 3.2A, lane 3 and titration of p70•p180C
concentration in Figure 3.2B, lane 7-9). The explanation for the predominance of the long
products could be the elevated activity/processivity of the primase and non-random
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initiation/extension by primase in the presence of p70•p180C biased toward the 3’-end of
the template. The presence of catalytically active heterodimeric polα, conversely,
inhibited the extension of unit-length primers when there was no dATP in the reaction
(Figure 3.2A, lane 4 and titration of p70•p180ΔN in Figure 3.2B lanes 10-12). This
observation is consistent with earlier studies (67). The addition of dATP with
p70•p180ΔN, as expected, led to a rapid synthesis of the full-length products (Figure
3.2A, lane 5). The quantification of the product distribution and band intensity in the case
of primase alone, plus p70•p180C or p70•p180ΔN with or without dATP, (Figure 3.2C)
provides support to the visual analysis of the gel shown in Figure 3.2A.
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Figure 3.2. Regulation of de novo primase activity by polα.
Polα-primase activity assay was done on the poly-dT70 template (0.1 µM).
(A) Effect of polα on primase activity. Lane 1, nucleotide size marker; Lane 2, RNA
primers synthesized by 0.1 µM p49•p58 alone; Lane 3, RNA primers synthesized by 0.1
µM p49•p58 with the addition of 0.1 µM p70•p180C; Lane 4, RNA primers synthesized
by 0.1 µM p49•p58 with the addition of 0.05 µM of p70•p180∆N; Lane 5, hybrid RNADNA fragments synthesized by 0.1 µM p49•p58•p70•p180∆N complex with both the
rATP and the dATP in reaction; and Lanes 6-8, negative controls.
(B) Primase activity assays with the titration of the polα variants. Lane 1, nucleotide size
marker; Lane 2, RNA primers synthesized by p49•p58 alone; Lanes 3-5, RNA
synthesized by p49•p58 in the presence of increasing concentrations of dATP (25, 50,
100 µM); Lane 6, no activity by p70•p180C with rATP (negative control); Lanes 7-9, the
effect of increasing concentrations of p70•p180C (0.025-0.1 µM) on RNA synthesized by
p49•p58; and Lane 10-12, RNA synthesized by p49•p58 with 0.05-0.2 µM p70•p180∆N.
(C) Quantification of gel shown in panel (A). The Mean Gray Value of each lane was
selected from the bottom to the top of the gel image and analyzed by Image J. The
distribution of the band (X-axis: distance from bottom to the top of the gel) versus the
intensity of the band (Y-axis: gray value closer to 0 means black, 250 means white).
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3.2.3. The role of dATP in regulating primase activity
To further study how the primase activity is inhibited by dATP (Figure 3.2B, lanes 35), we analyzed the ability of the heterodimeric primase to extend ribonucleotide primers
in the presence of ribo- versus deoxynucleotides or a mixture of both. We have used the
high ratio of enzyme to template to push the primase to its limits in order to see the extent
of dNTP effects. Primase robustly extended the poly-rA15 primers on the poly-dT70
template with rATP. The extent of primer utilization and the length of products increased
with longer reaction time, indicating the multiple cycles of binding and synthesis (Figure
3.3, lanes 2-4). Deoxy-ATP was a poor substrate for the primase reaction: it was
incorporated in the +1 position quite efficiently but further incorporations were not
favored, with no products longer than +4 (Figure 3.3, lanes 5-7). The primase extended
about half of the RNA primers with dAMP in 30 sec, while the addition of second dAMP
was almost ten times slower. The primer extension was also limited when both rATP and
dATP were present (Figure 3.3, lanes 8-10). The primase incorporated both dATP and
rATP with comparable efficiency (Fig. 3, lanes 8-10, note that oligonucleotides
containing only RNA s migrate slower than RNA primers extended with dNTPs). These
results indicate that primase does not greatly discriminate against dATP, but the products
with incorporated dAMP are poor substrates for the following extension.
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Figure 3.3. Primase can incorporate a few deoxyribonucleotides and this attenuates
further RNA synthesis.
The poly-rA15 primer (enzyme to primer/template ratio = 1:1.5) was extended by
heterodimeric primase (p49·p58) in the presence of rATP, dATP or both. Lane 1,
reaction without nucleotides; lanes 2-4, reaction with 0.2 mM ATP for 0.5, 2.0, and 5.0
minutes, respectively; lanes 5-7, reaction with 0.4 mM dATP for 0.5, 2.0, and 5.0
minutes, respectively; lanes 8-10, reaction with 0.2 mM ATP plus 0.4 mM dATP for 0.5,
2.0, and 5.0 minutes, respectively.
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3.2.4 The C-terminal domain of polα regulates its DNA polymerase activity
In comparison to the p180ΔN-core, the primer extension activity of the dimeric polα
complex (p180ΔN•p70) on the poly-dT70 template with RNA primer is much lower (note
a two-fold higher enzyme concentration of p180ΔN•p70, Figure 3.4A). It is interesting
that the average length of the synthesized fragments is also decreased to around 10
nucleotides. The increase of concentrations of dATP in reaction with the RNA primer on
the poly-dT70 template did not result in stimulation of the primer usage (Figure 3.4B).
The presence of CTD with metal binding sites rendered the dimeric enzyme sensitive to
DTT (Figure 3.4C), while DTT did not modulate the activity of the p180ΔN-core (Figure
3.4D). With an increased reaction time and more than a five-fold excess of the enzyme,
we obtained a comparable activity of the p70•p180ΔN and p180ΔN-core on
RNA15/poly-dT70. The synthesis by the dimeric polα was still terminated a few
nucleotides earlier than the synthesis by the p180ΔN-core (Figure 3.4E). The lower
activity of the p70•p180ΔN dimer compared to the p180ΔN-core was also observed on
the hybrid homo-heteropolymeric 73a template with the RNA primer (Figure 3.4F).
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Figure 3.4 Inhibitory effect of p70•p180C on the primer extension by polα.
(A) The time course of the extension of the poly-rA15 primers on the poly-dT70 template
by p70•p180∆N (enzyme to primer/template ratio = 1: 50; lane 2-5) or by the polα-core
(enzyme to primer/template ratio = 1: 100; lanes 6-9). (B) Extension of the poly-rA15
primers by p70•p180ΔN on the poly-dT70 template (enzyme to primer/template ratio = 1:
50, reaction time was 5 minutes). The black triangle indicates that the reactions were
carried out with the increase of dATP concentrations of 0.01, 0.1, and 1 mM,
respectively. (C, D) Effect of DTT on the ability of polα to extend the poly-rA15 primer.
(C) polα p70•p180ΔN (enzyme to primer/template ratio = 1: 50, reaction time 10 in); (D)
p180ΔN-core (enzyme to primer/template ratio = 1: 100, reaction time 5 min). The black
triangle indicates that the reactions were carried out with the increase of DTT
concentrations of 0, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 mM DTT, respectively.(E) Smaller fragments in primer
extension by excess of dimeric polα (p70•p180ΔN) in comparison to the polα core.
Extension of the poly-dA15 and poly-rA15 primers in long reactions by the excess of
p70•p180ΔN (enzyme to primer/template ratio = 1: 50, reaction time 15 min) or by the
p180ΔN-core (enzyme to primer/template ratio = 1: 250, reaction time 2 min) with 0.2
mM dATP.(F) Lower activity of dimeric polα in comparison to the polα core on hybrid
DNA template. Extension of the RNA primers on the DNA template 73a by p70•p180ΔN
(0.025 µM) or by p180ΔN-core (enzyme to primer/template ratio = 1:50) for the
indicated time points. As a control, T4 DNA polymerase (~1:2500, reaction time 2 min)
was used to obtain a completely extended, full-length product.
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3.2.5. Primase and polα activities in a quaternary prim•polα complex on poly-dT
template
During the initiation of DNA replication, the utilization of ribo-nucleotides and
deoxy-nucleotides by prim•polα should happen in a sequential order. Primase first
synthesizes RNA, then, polα synthesizes the DNA part of the primer. To study the
primase activity in the polα-prim complex, we analyzed the activities of primase and polα
within the four-subunit complex in the primer extension assay with ribo- versus
deoxynucleotides or a mixture of both. In these experiments we have used a low 1:15
ratio of enzyme to template to bring reactions closer to single-hit conditions. Primase
p49·p58 and polα p70·p180ΔN were used as internal controls (Figure 3.5). The primase
is a non-processive enzyme and was able to incorporate only a few nucleotides (up to 10)
(lanes 2-4). Oligonucleotides with a higher number of incorporations seen after four
minutes of reaction most likely represent rebinding of the enzyme (lane4). The dimer of
polα processively added many more nucleotides with the median around position +15. In
complex with polα, primase activity was less than the primase alone (Figure 3.5, compare
lanes 8-10 and 2-4). This was likely due to the hand-over of primers from primase to
polα. Polα robustly extended the primer in complex with primase with only dATP (Figure
3.5, lanes 11-13). In comparison to p70·p180ΔN alone (Figure 3.5, lanes 5-7), there is a
slight increase of primer usage and product length. In the reactions with both rATP and
dATP, only a few rAMPs were attached by primase to the rA15, (position +1) and polα
rapidly outcompeted primase for the primer 3’ end and robustly extended it (Figure 3.5,
lanes 14-16).
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Figure 3.5. Primase and DNA polymerase activities of the tetrameric polα-primase
complex during the extension of the RNA primer on the poly-dT template.
The poly-rA15 primer annealed to poly-dT and extended by primase (lanes 2-4: 0.2 mM
rATP), polα (lanes 5-7: 0.2 mM dATP), or the polα-prim complex (lanes 8-16). Lane 1,
reaction without nucleotides; Lanes 8-10, reactions containing 0.2 mM rATP; Lanes 1113, reactions containing 0.2 mM dATP; Lanes 14-16, reactions containing 0.2 mM of
mixture of rATP and dATP. All reactions have an enzyme to primer/template ratio of
1:15 for balanced RNA and DNA pols activities. In each case, the time course of the
reaction included points of 20, 60, and 240 seconds.
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3.2.6. Recapitulation of the key observations from 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 using 32P-labeled
primers
To ensure some of the results observed in primer extension assay using fluorescentlabeled primers (TYE665, a Cy5 equivalent) were not artifacts related to the presence of
the fluorescent group at the 5’ end of our primers (Figure 3.6A) at the 5’ of the primer,
we repeated the key observations documented in Figure 3.3 and 3.4 using 32P-γ-ATPlabeled primers. The result shows that the dimer p70·p180ΔN possess less activity than
the p180ΔN-core (Figure 3.6B) and dATP is poisonous to primase (Figure 3.6C). The
results are in line with results obtained with fluorescent primers.
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Figure 3.6. Extension from radioactively labeled primers radioactive give results
similar to extension of fluorescent primers.
(A) Structure of the TYE-665 fluorescent dye (Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc.). (B)
The extension of the 5’ 32P-labeled poly-rA15 primers (approximately 100 nM, labeled
primers lost in purification) on the poly-dT70 template (100 nM) by human p180ΔN-core
(10 nM; lanes 2 and 3) or polα-primase (10 nM; lanes 5 and 6) in 2 and 10 minutes. (C)
Human primase extends the same concentration of substrate as part (B) using 100 µM
rATP (lane 1), dATP (lane 2), and rATP + dATP (lane 3).
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3.2.7 The importance of the C-terminal domain of primase large subunit and the linker
that attach it to the N-terminal domain in primase synthesis de novo.
Zerbe and Kuchta (53) presented initial evidence for a potential importance of the
p58C in human primase counting. They found a p58 deletion variant with abnormal
counting, which accumulated during de novo synthesis RNA products over 40
nucleotides long. However, there was a technical problem in their analysis. The authors
used for de novo synthesis a human p49•p58 variant with a deletion of the region M288
to L313 that could potentially disrupt the Fe-S cluster (first Cys residue that coordinates
the cluster is C287) (68). Moreover, the only critical residue in p58 that participates in de
novo synthesis (R306) (65)63) is also in this deleted region. Therefore the results
presented in the paper (53) are difficult to interpret. Nevertheless, these experiments led
to one the first mechanistic models of counting by primase by Kuchta and Stengel (51).
The two subunits of eukaryotic primase work together like a hinge. The “hinge-opening”
model describe the mechanism of the de novo synthesis as the two subunits binds to the
template as a closed hinge, p58 stays at the 5’ of the primer and the hinge opens up when
p49 subunit starts the synthesis. The p49 stops the synthesis as the “hinge” opens to its
maximum distance. The reciprocal “hinge-closing” model describes the initial binding of
the primase as an open “hinge”, where the direction of the p49 synthesis is towards the
p58 subunit. The p49 stops primer synthesis when it bumps into the p58 (Figure 3.7).
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Figure 3.7. The hinge-opening and hinge-closing model for primase counting. The
catalytic p49 subunit is in white oval shape, and the large p58 subunit is in oval shape
filled with dashed-lines. Adapted from Kuchta and Stengel (51).
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Primase large subunit connects primase catalytic subunit with polα via its N-terminal
domain (section 3.2.1). The C-terminal domain of p58 does not appear to interact with
other primase or polα parts, based on protein-protein interaction study or crystal
structures (Figure 3.8 (crystalized and solved by Dr. Tahirov’s group at UNMC) and
structure not shown (40)). The N- and C-terminal parts of p58 are connected by an 18residue flexible linker (a.a. 253–270) (68). The C-terminal domain of p58 may take
advantage of the flexibility of the linker during de novo synthesis.
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Figure 3.8. X-ray crystal structure of human primase p49•p58 (68). The p49, p58N,
p58C, and the linker between p58N and p58C are colored cyan, green, light pink, and
gray, respectively. Zinc is shown as an orange sphere, and the 4Fe-4S cluster is shown as
a space-filled representation, with iron and sulfur atoms colored blue and yellow,
respectively. The disordered regions in p49 are shown by dashed lines. Side chains of
catalytic aspartates on p49 and residues forming the proposed NTP/DNA binding site on
p58C are shown as sticks and colored magenta.
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Several human primase linker mutants were generated to investigate its role in
primase activity. Two of these mutants (Prim-∆5 and Prim-∆15) have a deletion of 5 (a.a.
256-260) or 15 (a.a. 256-270) residues in p58. The third mutant (Prim-Ins5) has an
insertion of 5 residues (GSASG) after Ser-263. The activity of the full-length human
primase and its linker mutants was initially tested on the template TA15 (Table 2.2). This
template was designed to provide a single start position that simplifies the analysis of
product distribution and processivity. One drawback of the template used in de novo
synthesis (e.g. poly-dT70) is that the longer products contain theoretically more
radiolabeling than the shorter products, which could affect the interpretation of the
results. The TA15 and GA6 templates possess only one pyrimidine (dT) that allows a
single unique primer start position with only one radiolabeled ATP, thus eliminates the
drawback.
In the de novo assay with TA15 template, primase synthesized primer up to 9-nt
(Figure 3.9A). The activity of Prim-∆15 was decreased about five fold (Figure 3.9A,
compare lane 4 with lane 2), the activity of Prim-∆5 was decreased about two fold (lane
3), while increasing of the linker size by 5 residues had no effect on activity (lane 5).
Deletion of p58C results in complete loss of de novo synthesis (Figure 3.9A, lane 6),
which confirms that p58C plays a critical role in dinucleotide formation (41,43,69).
Addition of purified p58C at two fold molar excess does not recover primase activity
(Figure 3.9A, lane 7) indicating that p58C must be connected to the rest of primase
molecule for proper orientation in regard to p49 active site. The residual activity of Prim∆15 means the p58C is probably still mobile and can reach the active site in p49.
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The template GA6 was designed as a control template for TA15 to test different
template sequence variations. Surprisingly, we observed more processive synthesis by
primase (Figure 3.9B) than on TA15 template (Figure 3.9A). The majority syntheses
were all the way up to 16 nt, where the 9 nt stop present with TA15 disappeared. To
elucidate the influence of GA vs poly-A template on primase processivity in de novo
synthesis, two longer templates (35a2, and 60a5; Table 2.2) were used. The addition of
cytidine increases the heterogeneity to the template. Similar to the GA6 template (Figure
3.9B), primase synthesis de novo does not stop at the unit length (Figure 3.10, lane 1
compare to Figure 3.9A) on 35a2 template and the synthesis primarily reaches to the end
of the template (28 nt). There is a stop at 16th position, which is a result of primase
inaccurate synthesis across template C using either UTP or CTP. The addition of polα
decreases the primase activity, but has no effect on product size (Figure 3.10, lane 2). The
known inhibitor of polα, aphidicolin, surprisingly decreased the amount of the full-length
products by primase, without changing the di-nt synthesis and intermediate product
(Figure 3.10, lane 3). The addition of deoxyribonucleoside triphosphates G, C, and T to
the reaction condition as lane 3 showed an accumulation of full-length extended product,
probably synthesized moderately by polα (Figure 3.10, lane 4). This suggest that the long
stretch of RNA primer synthesis is due to the rebinding of primase for extension, which is
probably a different mechanism from a single-hit de novo synthesis. On the other hand,
the linker deletion mutant ∆15 exhibited a decreased activity but was also more
processive (Figure 3.10, lane 5). The similar effect is observed on a longer template
(60a5; Figure 3.10, lane 6-9). It is interesting that primase-polα bypasses only two
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template Cs, but not the third one. More studies on primase-polα infidelity are described
in chapter 5.
We also analyzed primer extension by primase variants. The shortening or increasing
size of the linker by 5 residues minimally affects primase ability in extending heteroRNA primer while the deletion of p58C domain or 15 linker residues reduced the activity
about five fold (Figure 3.9C). These results confirm the observation from previous study
(69) on the importance of p58C in primer extension and suggest that this domain interacts
with a substrate during all steps of primer synthesis. The deletion of the linker between
p58N and p58C leads to a much stronger impact on initiation step (di-nt synthesis) when
compared to extension.
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Figure 3.9. Activity analysis of the human primase and mutants with shortened
linker of p58. (A) De novo activity on template TA15. p58C was added at two-fold
molar excess over p49-p58N. (B) De novo activity of the wild-type primase on template
GA6. (C) Extension assay using fluorophore-labeled RNA primer annealed to template
46A1 (Table 2.3). Lane 1 – control incubation (no enzyme); lanes 2 and 7 – wild-type
primase; lanes 3 and 8 – Prim∆5; lanes 4 and 9 – Prim-∆15; lanes 5 and 10 – Prim-Ins5;
lanes 6 and 11 – p49-p58N. Reactions were incubated 1 min (lanes 2–6) and 10 min (lanes
1 and 7–11) at 35 °C. Activity of primase samples was analyzed in presence of p70p180C. We assume all RNA products shown in panels A and B were labeled at 5’ end
because of using [γ-33P]-ATP without adding cold ATP.
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Figure 3.10. De novo activity of the human primase and mutants with shortened
linker of p58 on longer 35a2 and 60a5 templates. Lanes 1-5, de novo activity on 35a2
template; lanes 6-9, de novo activities on 60a5 template. Sequences of two templates are
labeled on each borders of the figure. The mis-incorporation by primase across template
in lanes 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 8 are labeled as “*”. Lane 1, wild-type primase dimer with 100
µM ribo-CTP and UTP; Lane 2 and 6, wild-type primase-polα tetramer with 100 µM
ribo-CTP and UTP; Lane 3, addition of 400 µM aphidicolin compare to lane 2; Lane 4,
addition of 10 µM dTTP, dCTP, dGTP compare to lane 3; Lane 5 and 8, primase(∆15)polα tetramer with 100 µM ribo-CTP and UTP; lanes 7 and 9, wild-type primase-polα
tetramer or ∆15 variant with 100 µM ribo-CTP and UTP and 10 µM dTTP, dCTP, dGTP.
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3.2.8. The C-terminal domain of p58 subunit interacts with the 5’ triphosphate (tri-P)
group of the RNA primer during primer extension and thus determines what number of
nucleotides primase synthesizes.
RNA primers synthesized by primases or RNA polymerases are from the de novo
syntheses and contain the triphosphate moiety at the 5'-terminus (70). Gel shift analysis
of the DNA template annealed with RNA primers that contain 5’ tri-P and template that
has 3’ overhangs enhanced binding with primase and p58C (71). The Kd values for
different template/primer substrates containing 5’ tri-P in primer or possessing 3’
overhang in the template were determined using competitive inhibition assay. The
inhibitors used in this assay were unlabeled templates/primer duplex that templates
contain either 3’ overhang (18a1; Table 2.3) or not (12a1; Table 2.3) when anneal with
primers that contain either with (5’tri-P7; Table 2.3) or without (P7; Table 2.3) the 5’ triP. The fluorescent-labeled rA15 annealed with poly-dT70 resembles an analog of T1-P2
because it is missing tri-P. The optimal substrate 18a1/5’tri-P7 showed fairly high affinity
to primase (Kd = 36.0 nM), while the absence of the 3'-overhang or tri-P or both reduced
the enzyme-DNA/RNA complex strength approximately 90-, 360-, and 4,000-fold,
respectively. (Figure 3.11). Moreover, primase exhibited similar affinities to ssDNA
(18a1) and the DNA/RNA duplex without tri-P and the 3'-overhang (12a1-P7). Together
with the gel shift data these results indicate that the 5’tri-P in the primer and the 3'overhang on the template play a key role in template-primer binding.
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FIGURE 3.11. Inhibition of rA15 primer extension on dT70 template by substrates
with different structures. Panels A and B correspond to two representative gels.
Reactions were conducted for 10 minutes at 30 °C and analyzed by 16% Urea-PAGE.
Left lane is control incubation without enzyme. On the top schematics, DNA and RNA
strands are shown by black and gray lines, respectively.
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To examine the functional consequence of this interaction, the primer extension assay
were carried using primers and templates designed with or without the binding elements
(provided by laboratory of Dr. Tahirov). Briefly, template 60a7 contains the 3’ overhang
when it’s annealed with the primer 5’-tri-P6 or P6, whereas the shorter 53a1 does not.
The 5’ sequences for synthesis are identical, with a cytosine in the template after the
position annealed with the primer that is supposed to incorporate the 33P-labeled-αGTP
by primase. The 6-nt RNA primer 5’-tri-P6 containing the tri-P group was synthesized
by T7 RNA polymerase in vitro and purified as described (71). The chemically
synthesized P6 primer is a control. In order to avoid de novo synthesis, the pyrimidines
were excluded from the single-stranded (ss) regions of the DNA template. Primase
incorporates the first 33P-labeled-αGTP marks the start position of the synthesis (Figure
3.12A, lane 2 and 9). There is a mobility change of the two primers due to the 3
additional negatively charged phosphate groups in the 5’tri-P primer. Combinations of
the two primer variants and two template variants were tested (tri-P/60, no-P/60, tri-P/53,
no-P/53). The product pattern (lanes 3 and 4) is similar to de novo synthesis in the 5’ tri-P
primer with template with 3’overhang. 5'-triphosphate has stronger impact on primase
activity in comparison to the 3'-overhang (comparison of lanes 7, 8 and 10, 11,
respectively). The absence of tri-P results in an approximately ten-fold activity loss
(comparison of lanes 4 and 10) and significantly reduces the mobility of RNA primers on
the gel (comparison of lanes 2 and 9). Primase efficiently counts the primer length on triP/overhang substrate: the major products have the length of 8-10 nucleotides
independently of reaction time (lanes 3 and 4). The absence of the 3'-overhang or TriP
significantly affects this intrinsic primase ability to terminate synthesis, which results in
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dramatically raised ratio of products with length >10 nucleotides (lanes 8 and 11). The
increase of enzyme concentration altering the enzyme to a substrate ratio from 1:20 to 1:2
has little impact on the intrinsic primase ability to terminate synthesis at the defined
primer length (Figure 3.12B). The primase activities were estimated and labeled below
the figure. The absence of the 3 -overhang results in a 4-fold reduction in activity
(comparison of lanes 3 and 7). Tri-P has a stronger impact on the primase activity in
comparison to the 3’overhang (comparison of lanes 7 and 10). In the absence of p58C,
primase does not sense tri-P and the 3’overhang and cannot count the primer length even
on the optimal substrate (Figure 3.12A, lanes 15 and 16). The deletion of p58C
dramatically reduces RNA-polymerizing activity to a level close to that for the wild-type
primase on the worst substrate, no tri-p or overhang (comparison of lanes 12 and 15). No
primase de novo activity was observed on the T6 template in the absence of the primer
after 2 min of incubation with a 50 nM enzyme (Figure 3.12A, lane 6), whereas the 8fold increase of incubation time and the 10-fold increase of enzyme concentration (80fold total) resulted in a significant level of products synthesized de novo (Figure 3.12A,
lane 14). The level of de novo synthesis observed in lane 14 (no primer) is enhanced 2fold in comparison to lane 13, where approximately half of DNA molecules are primed
by RNA and could not serve as templates for dinucleotide synthesis. Taking this into
account, we can conclude that most of the products seen in lane 13 (Figure 3.12A) are
generated during the extension of a 6-mer primer. These data together with the gel shift
result (not shown, (71)) indicate that the 5’tri-P from the RNA primer and the 3’overhang at the template binding with the p58C is important for primase to extend limited
numbers of bases efficiently (Figure 3.11).
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Figure 3.12 Effects of the template-primer structure and p58C on primase activity.
Primase activity was analyzed in reactions of extension of 6-mer RNA primers (with or
without tri-P) annealed with 53- or 60-mer DNA templates. The products were labeled by
incorporation of [α-33P]GTP at the 7th position. Note that the negatively charged tri-P
moiety significantly increased the mobility of RNA primers. A, analysis of the primase
activity of primase-polαCTD (lanes 1–14) and primase∆[Fe-S]-polαCTD (lanes 15 and
16). Lanes 1–5 and 15, tri-P/60; lanes 6 and 14, ss 60a5 template for de novo synthesis;
lanes 7 and 8, tri-P/53; lanes 9 –11, no-P/60; lanes 12, 13, and 16, no-P/53. Reactions
corresponding to lane 5 contained 10 µM GTP. Quantification of the data is provided
under each lane below the gel. The intensity of all bands was determined for estimation
of the relative primase activity normalized to the protein concentration (the highest
activity level was taken for 100%). The primase counting ability was calculated as the
ratio of the combined intensity of the bands corresponding to the 8, 9, and 10-mer
primers to the total intensity of all products, multiplied by 100%. B, effect of the enzymetemplate ratio on the primase ability to terminate primer synthesis at the defined position.
Reactions were run at the same conditions as for lane 4 (panel A) except the
concentration of primase-polαCTD was varied.
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To further characterize the observed sequence-dependent counting of primase
synthesis (Figure 3.9 and 3.10) in de novo assay, factors influencing the product’s length
were analyzed in an extension assay using the natural template/primer contain the triphosphate and overhang. One difference between the de novo assays and extension were
the type of divalent metal used, manganese vs. magnesium, respectively. Primase was
inhibited several fold when Mg2+ concentration decreased from 5 mM to 0.5 mM (Figure
3.13, lanes 4, 6, and 8), whereas the reduction of the Mn2+ concentration enhanced
activity (lanes 9, 11, and 13). Moreover, primase demonstrated a different response to
monovalent salt (KCl) concentration depending on the type of divalent metal in the
reaction. In the presence of Mg2+, primase activity was inhibited almost 4-fold by
increasing the salt concentration from 15 mM to 150 mM (lanes 5–7), whereas in the
presence of Mn2+, salt stimulated RNA synthesis (lanes 10 –12). We compared primase
counting at the previously used conditions (Figure 3.9) and the current ones. At 50 mM
KCl, the level of the unit-length primers was lower in the presence of 2 mM Mn2+ in
comparison to 2 mM Mg2+ (lanes 6 and 11). The increase of KCl salt concentration from
50 mM to 150 mM reduced the counting effect in the presence of 2 mM Mg2+ (lanes 6
and 7), whereas the opposite effect was observed in the presence of 2 mM Mn2+ (lanes 11
and 12). The pronounced ability of primase to count the primer length is not due to
peculiarities of the template sequence. Primase demonstrated the same behavior on the
heterogeneous template 33a5 (Table 2.3; Figure 3.13, lane 3).
To verify that the primase cannot extend the longer primer with the 5’ tri-P group,
primase extension activity on 6-, 9-, and 10-mer primers were compared (Figure 3.13).
Primase extends a 6-mer primer very efficiently (lanes 2 and 3), whereas extension of 9-
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mer (lanes 8 and 9) and especially 10-mer primers (lanes 4–7) is dramatically decreased.
The result means that primase not only terminates primer synthesis when its length is
nine nucleotides, but also cannot efficiently extend the unit length primers. When
compared to the result in Figure 3.12, there are small amount of synthesis beyond the 10
nt point. This suggests that primase has difficulties to transform from the apo-form to the
active-form, which the active site in p49 is difficult to reach the 3’ end of the primer if
the “natural” primer is 9 or 10 nt. When the primase started with a shorter primer (e.g. 6
nt), the continuous mode of synthesis allows primase to make a decision to either
dissociate, or continues, which possibility will be lower for the later if the substrate is
“natural”.
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Figure 3.13. Length of the RNA primer affects primase-polαCTD activity. Lanes 1–
3, 60a7/5’tri-P6; lanes 4 and 5, 60a10/5’tri-P10; lanes 6 and 7, 25a3/5’tri-P10; lanes 8
and 9, 22a6/5’tri-P9. Reactions corresponding to lanes 2, 4, 6, and 8 were conducted in
the presence of [α-33P]-GTP alone to show the position of the first product of primer
extension. Reactions corresponding to lanes 3, 5, 7, and 9 were supplemented with 0.1
mM each UTP, CTP, and ATP. Reactions were run for 2 min at 35 °C, and products were
resolved by 20% urea-PAGE.
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3.2.9. Primase to polα switch in the presence of polα and dNTP
To define the precise position of the switch (i.e. the length of the primer at which the
3’ end of RNA primer becomes accessible for the polα catalytic site), we analyzed the
products of primase•polα tetramer-catalyzed extension of a 6-mer primer with various
composition of the rNTPs/dNTPs pool (Figure 3.14A). The template sequence directs
incorporation of UTP/dTTP at the 8 to 10th positions and CTP/dCTP at the 11th position
of the primer. The incorporation of dNMPs (versus rNMPs) could be distinguished
because of slightly higher mobility of the corresponding products on the gel. In the
presence of both ribo- and deoxy-NTPs, the primase incorporates only ribonucleotides
(Figure 3.14A, lane 1). Analysis of the products generated by the tetrameric polα reveals
that the insertion of dNMPs begins from the 10th position (lanes 2 and 3). This means
that Polα can gain access to the 3’-end of the primer when its length is 9 nucleotides or
longer. The exclusion of dCTP (lanes 5 and 6) or both CTP/dCTP (lanes 8 and 9) from
the reaction, which inhibits the processive primer extension by Polα, demonstrated that
10-mer primers mainly contain the 3’-dTMP. In the absence of dTTP, the primase to Polα
switch with a 9-mer primer is abrogated and we can observe the switch with a 10-mer
primer (lanes 11 and 12). These results clearly show that the switch mainly happens when
the primer length is 9. If Polα is unable to pick up the 9-mer primer, it can easily start
with a 10-mer. Incorporation of dTMP was not observed using templates 58a and 59a that
were designed to stop both primase and polα synthesis after synthesis of the 8- and 9-mer
primers (no CTP/dCTP in reaction), respectively (Figure 3.14B). These results confirm
that Polα cannot start extension of primers shorter than 9-mer (when p58C holds them)
and sup- port the structural model (Figure 3.13).
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Figure 3.14. Determination of the start position of polα for RNA primer extension. A
and B, analysis of the ribo- and deoxy-NTPs incorporation using the 6-mer RNA primer
5’tri-P6 annealed to the 60-mer DNA template 60a10 (A) or to the 59-mer and 58-mer
DNA templates 59a and 58a, respectively (B). All reactions in panel A contain 100 µM
UTP; all reactions in panel B contain 100 µM UTP and 10 µM dTTP.
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3.3 Discussion
This chapter describes experiments aimed at the elucidation of the role of the highly
conserved polα B subunit (p70) and the C-terminal domain of polα catalytic subunit
(p180C). The function of the CTD of the large subunit of primase (p58), necessary for the
initial dinucleotide synthesis, is also investigated.
Polα is composed of a large catalytic subunit and a smaller B-subunit. Only the
catalytic domain of the large subunit is necessary for the DNA synthesis, however its
CTD and B-subunit are required for the replication and cell viability (72,73). The contact
between the B-subunit and the CTD with primase is thought to tether primase to the
replisomes and origins (36,46,74,75). The exact role of the polα CTD and B-subunit in
primer synthesis is unknown. In the SV40 replication system, polα synthesizes the whole
viral genome (5.2 kb) in the presence of the viral helicase (large-T antigen) through the
helicase interaction with p49, p70, and p180 (48,76,77). The most critical contacts seem
to be with the N-terminus of p70 (48). We have found that the presence of p70•p180C
sharply increases the lengths of the reaction products, most likely affecting the primase
processivity (Figure 3.2). The binding to p180C can stabilize the p58N domain, which is
proposed to be involved in the interaction with the DNA-RNA hybrid duplex (78).
Furthermore, p180C by itself may participate in stabilizing the primase complex with the
RNA-primed template because it is located near p58N. Yeast p70•p180C heterodimer
has OB-fold and Zn-finger domains and possesses a micro-molar affinity to dsDNA (36).
The deoxynucleotides act as natural competitive inhibitors of primase during the
primer extension reaction (Figure 3.2B, lanes 3-5). Primase inserts first dNTP with the
efficiency close to that of rNTPs but slowly extends from them (Figure 3.3). It’s probably
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due to that primase lacks significant selectivity between ribo- and deoxy-nucleotides and
the inhibitory effect of deoxyribonucleotides is mediated by an inefficient extension.
Primase has two NTP binding sites: so-called initiation and elongation sites. In the course
of dinucleotide synthesis the “initiation” site binds NTP, which becomes the 5’-terminal
nucleotide of the primer. Biochemical and structural data accumulated so far indicate that
primase uses the same set of functional residues for dinucleotide synthesis and its
extension, which means that the 3’-terminal nucleotide of primer is located in the
initiation site (65,79,80). Our data indicate that the initiation site is more selective for
rNTPs than the elongation site. Primase is known to synthesize the RNA primer 8 to 10
nucleotides long, which is then extended by polα to 30 nucleotides (17,51,70). In vitro
biochemical evidence from our study and others suggests that the heterodimeric primase
is a low-processivity enzyme, but it is capable of synthesis far beyond 10 nucleotides by
iterative cycles of synthesis (41,43). We confirmed that the interaction of primase in a
tetrameric complex with polα is mediated by binding of pri2N to p180C (Figure 3.1C).
This stabilizes the complex and enhances primase activity (Figure 3.2). The presence of
polα inhibited the primase activity in the reactions containing rNTPs but no dNTPs. This
suggests that polymerase and primase activities of the complex are competitive in vitro.
In the crystal structure, polα establishes an elaborated network of contacts with nine bp of
DNA-RNA duplex (52) and should effectively capture an RNA primed template when
the primase synthesizes the unit length primer. This reduces the effective amount of
primers available for the primase.
The X-ray crystal structures of the p58C and its analog from yeast are available
(44,64,81). The folding of the region that binds single-stranded DNA indicates that the N-
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terminus of the p58C can adapt to become α-helical or β-sheet structure, which suggests
possible conformational change during priming (81). Based on our data that p58C does
not interact with the other parts of the polα-prim complex (Figure 3.1C), it is possible that
the p58C domain is flexible by itself and in respect to other parts of the complex. This
domain may act as an extra finger domain that binds to the first 5’ nucleotide for the
critical rate-limiting step of di-nucleotide synthesis.
Ribonucleotides at high concentrations inhibit B-family pols in a step preceding base
pairing (82). Polα strongly prefers dNTPs over NTPs (83), therefore, in the absence of
deoxynucleotides it does not participate significantly in primer extension. We also
observed a limited RNA and robust DNA pols activity of the tetrameric complex in
reaction with a mixed pool of nucleotides (Figure 3.5). These results demonstrate that the
primase is a non-processive enzyme, whose activity is further suppressed in the polαprim complex. In the presence of primase in the polα complex, the product length
increased (Figure 3.5, compare lanes 5-7 to 11-13). Polα-primase complex has two active
sites for the primed DNA template, which increases the probability of substrate binding.
After initial binding in the primase active site and following extension, the substrate
might be translocated to the polα active site without dissociation from the complex (39).
The comparison of the catalytic activity of the polα p180∆N-core and p70•p180∆N
indicates that the catalytic activity of polα is negatively regulated by p70•p180C. The
active conformation of the yeast polα core appears to be in tighter contact with the DNARNA duplex (52) in comparison to RB69 polymerase (gp43), a prototype of the
eukaryotic B-family pols α, δ, ε, and ζ, which lacks the distinctive C-terminal domain and
B-subunit (11,84). The C-terminal domain and the B-subunit of polα are not required for
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its catalytic activity. We propose that the p70•p180C in the polα complex interferes with
the formation of the ternary complex including the primer/template duplex and
deoxynucleotides. The structure showed that the p70•p180C is positioned in the complex
in a way that lowers accessibility of the polα active site (40), because entry to the DNAbinding site is blocked by the Zn2 module of p180C and oligonucleotide/
oligosaccharide-binding domain-fold of p70 (40). This structure explains why the
p180ΔN-core activity is higher than polα dimer (Figure 3.4, 3.6).
Additional evidence that supports that the C-terminal domain and B-subunit play a
role in regulation of polα activity is the suppression of the inhibitory effect of p70•p180C
on pol activity by the optimal concentration of DTT (Fig.7 C and D, note that the
p180ΔN-core works completely independently of the DTT concentration). It is noticeable
that certain concentrations of DTT also result in a change of the distribution of sizes of
DNA fragments synthesized by p70•p180ΔN. DTT is a well-known agent modulating
DNA polymerases activities in vitro (77). It is thought to reduce the intra-molecular
disulfide linkages that may affect p180C folding (85). The p180C contains two highly
conserved four-Cys motifs, which bind either two Zn atoms or one Zn and one Fe-S
cluster (30,37,52).
Recent X-ray crystallography work from Dr. Tahirov group provided an insight of
how primase de novo synthesis happens. First, the p58C first binds to the template DNA,
which forms 13 hydrogen bonds. The His-300, Arg-302, His-303, Arg-306, Tyr-345
residues of p58C form 6 hydrogen bonds with the β - and γ-phosphates of the
triphosphate moiety of the first GTP (40). There is also a divalent Mg (or Mn) ion that
further stabilizes the complex. This multi-residue and Me2+ enhanced interaction is
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unique compare to DNA polymerases, which explains why primase is needed for de novo
synthesis.
Based on our biochemical experiments, we propose that the tri-P of the initiating
nucleotide, which forms the 5’end of the RNA primer, interacts with p58C during both
stages of primer synthesis; therefore, p58C always stays bound to the DNA/RNA
junction at the 5’end of the primer, whereas p49-p58N moved away from the p58C as the
active site translocates the 3’terminal of the substrate. This mode of template-primer
binding predicts the increasing distance between the two functional domains during
primer elongation and offers a mechanism for how the primase may count the primer
length. Surprisingly, the structure shows that the flexible linker between p58N and p58C
domains shortens during the synthesis of the RNA primer. The initial distance between
p58C and N is 43 Å. The synthesis and substrate translocation pushes the p58C that
bound to the 5’ tri-P of the primer and template 3’ end towards the p58N, which shortens
the distance to 19 Å(40). This observation explains why the artificially shortened linker
reduced the primase activity but did not change the size of the products (Figure 3.9,
3.10).
Structural and biochemical data suggest that during RNA primer elongation, p58C
moves toward p180core, pushing it to dissociate from the p49. The p58C rotates 100
degrees after p49 releases the primer. Therefore it creates an opportunity for p180core to
catch primer conveniently (40). The importance of the p58C is not only in the initiation
stage (di-nt synthesis) of the primer synthesis, but also for its ability to coordinate the
primase and polα catalytic activity via the binding to the template/primer during RNA
primer elongation and switch.
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CHAPTER 4: Interplay between divalent metal ions and substrates
during DNA synthesis by polymerase α and other DNA polymerases.
Most of the material presented in this chapter is submitted for publication in the
following article:
Zhang, Y., Baranovskiy, A.G., Tahirov, E.T., Tahirov, T.H and Pavlov, Y.I. “Divalent
ions attenuate DNA synthesis by human DNA polymerase α by changing the structure of
the template/primer or by perturbing polymerase reaction itself”.
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4.1. Introduction
DNA and RNA polymerases (pols) use at least two divalent metal ions (Me2+),
called A and B, at the specific positions of the active site during each cycle of
polymerization (86). Early studies of several DNA and RNA pols revealed that the
relative orientations of two Mg2+, the 3’OH group of primer terminus, and the phosphates
of incoming (deoxy)ribonucleoside triphosphate ((d)NTP) are invariant, despite the
differences in pol domain structures and in the ways these Mg2+ are coordinated (87,88).
The metal A increases the nucleophilicity by lowering the pKa of the 3’-OH of the primer
terminus. The metal B coordinates the triphosphate moiety of the incoming nucleotide
(nucleotide binding) and subsequently facilitates the release of pyrophosphate. Both
metals are required throughout the polymerase reaction: active positioning of the 3’-OH
with α-phosphate by rearranging the side chains of carboxylate residues (Asp or Glu);
stabilization of the pentacovalent intermediate during the transition state; and substrate
translocation (89,90). Recent structural studies of DNA polymerases suggest there might
be a third, transient, Me2+ in the polymerase active site that participates in the reaction
(89,91,92). The newly discovered Mg2+, for example in the polη active site, is seen only
transiently after the formation of the pentacovalent intermediate, and probably stabilizes
the intermediate and prevents translocation of substrate DNA before the completion of
the reaction cycle (89). In addition to active sites, there are Me2+ binding sites elsewhere
in polymerases with undefined roles. For example, around 20 Mn2+ binding sites were
identified in E. coli DNA polymerase I (DNA pol I) (93).
Besides the role of metals in DNA polymerase reaction itself, divalent ions affect
polymerase reaction indirectly, by effects on substrates of DNA polymerase reaction The
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formation of unusual structures of DNA has a tremendous impact on DNA and RNA
transactions in living organisms (94,95). Interactions of divalent metal ions with nucleic
acids play a significant role in changing nucleic acid geometry (96). The severe effects of
repeats in template DNA on pol reactions are ubiquitous (97). For example, the Klenow
fragment and polα from calf thymus paused on repeats of d(CT)27 (98,99); Xenopus DNA
polγ and human polα stalled on templates containing poly-dT tracts (100,101). The
inhibition was likely due to the formation of triplexes by a folded back repeated template
DNA strand ahead of synthesized repeated duplex (illustrated in upper part of Figure
4.1), because it was alleviated when the 7-Deaza derivative of dATP, unable to form
stable Hoogsteen pairs, was used for synthesis (100,102). High concentrations of Mg2+
increase the stability of triplexes and concomitantly impede DNA synthesis by
thermostable pols (103).
Manganese (Mn2+) is able to effectively substitute for Mg2+ by DNA pols in vitro,
because of the close chemical properties of these two ions (104-107). Studies in vitro
have shown that substitution with Mn2+ is not benign and increases error rates, drastically
increases pol activity or changes the specificity of many pols (108-111), including polα
(112). Another divalent ion that has often been found in DNA pols is Zn2+. Purified E.coli
DNA pol I contains Zn atoms at 0.1 to 2 moles per mole of enzyme, depending on the
strain and purification method (113-116). The effects of Zn2+ on DNA pols are
controversial. Both stimulation and inhibition of polymerase and exonuclease activities
have been observed (117-120). A NMR study of polβ revealed that Zn2+ not only
occupies the active site, but also adopts an active conformation analogous to Mg2+ (121).
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Zn2+ also exhibits a higher affinity to triphosphates comparable to Mg2+ and Mn2+
(122,123).
The X-ray crystal structure of the catalytic domain of yeast polα with RNA/DNA
substrates revealed that the RNA/DNA duplex forms an A-form structure that favors the
binding of polα (124). The extension pattern of RNA primer showed a prominent stop as
the size of synthesized DNA reaches 20 nt. This led to the hypothesis of the intrinsic
mechanism of counting of the number of nucleotides in primer by polα due to a switch
from DNA-RNA to DNA-DNA duplex (52). Experimental evidence was consistent with
the idea, as yeast polα extended RNA primers much more efficiently compared to DNA
primers and stopped after synthesizing no more than 20 nucleotides. However, the only
template that has been used was poly-dT.
In this chapter, we show that both preferential use of RNA primers and counting can
be observed only on the templates with homopolymeric runs. The pattern of products
synthesized by human polα on poly-dT is similar to yeast polα, however, the pol
synthesizes much longer products and has the same activity with either DNA or RNA
primers on a template with a more natural random sequence. On poly-dT template, the
length of DNA fragments synthesized by human polα was inversely correlated with
concentration of Mg2+. A systematic investigation of the effects of divalent metal ions on
polα activity in comparison to other well-studied DNA pols indicates that the pattern of
synthesis on the poly-dT70 template is determined by the effect of Mg2+ or Mn2+ on the
formation of an unusual structure of DNA substrates/primers (Figure 4.1, upper part).
This is not a general property of divalent ions, and Zn2+ disturbed the pol reaction itself
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with peculiarities specific to each pol studied, prim·polα and the Klenow fragment
(Figure 4.1, lower part).
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Figure 4.1. Two mechanisms of Me2+ induced attenuation of DNA polymerase
synthesis. The upper arrow points to a mechanism of Mg2+ induced triplex formation the
on poly-dT template. Our results indicate that this structure is most readily formed with
the DNA•DNA duplex and ssDNA tail, but not the RNA•DNA duplex. Therefore, the
rA15 primer can be extended by polα at high [Mg2+], but polα is only stalled when a
sufficiently long DNA duplex appears and the template DNA is folded back on it. The
lower arrow points to a mechanisms of Zn2+-dependent catalysis and inhibition. The
complete replacement of Mg2+ (blue) by Zn2+ (green) supports the formation of an
intermediate of the reaction, but subsequently inhibits the ion removal (in Klenow). The
three-metal ion catalysis model is drawn here (with the metal site C). The transient
involvement of the third metal is quite possible for polα, based on the modeling of the
yeast polα active site with polδ (124). Generally, the Mg2+ occupies this site C after
breakage of the bond between α- and β-phosphates of dNTP (89,92). It bridges the
leaving pyrophosphate with the non-bridging oxygen of α-phosphate preventing further
primer translocation. Then, the bridged reaction intermediates are removed through an
unknown mechanism to allow the translocation of the substrate and entry into the next
round of reaction.
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4.2. Results
4.2.1. Polα preferentially uses RNA primers and synthesizes only around 20 nt on polydT70 template
We confirmed the observations on pattern of DNA synthesis by yeast polα synthesis
on poly-dT70 template with DNA or RNA primers (52) using p180∆N-core. The
efficiency of the extension of the 15-mer DNA primer by p180∆N-core is much lower in
comparison to the 15-mer RNA primer (Figure 4.2A, note the different electrophoretic
mobility of DNA vs. RNA). The efficiency of this reaction with both types of primers is
increased when the concentration of dATP goes up (Figure 4.2B). However, most
products remain short, about 20 nucleotides of newly synthesized DNA, despite overall
stimulation. It appears that the addition of 20 nucleotides of DNA attached to 15-mer
DNA or RNA is around the upper limit of the synthetic potential of the p180∆N-core on
this template (Figure 4.2B, lane 7, 8). The result is in agreement with the data for yeast
polα with the same poly-dT template (124).
To explore whether this “20-mer rule” is a general or template-specific property of
polα, we examined DNA synthesis by the same core enzyme in the extension of RNA
and DNA 16-mer primers with identical heterogeneous sequences. We designed two
different templates with a heterogeneous sequence and a single, fixed site of primer
annealing. The first template, 73a, included a 35 homopolymeric-dT run at the 5’ end.
The second template, 73b, contained all heterogeneous sequences with the 3’ 38-mer
sequence identical to the template 73a. Surprisingly, the efficiency of the extension of
DNA and RNA primers by p180∆N-core was identical in the matched primer/template
pair (Figure 4.3). Interestingly, the synthesis by the p180∆N-core on template 73a was
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prone to termination at positions around 20-nucleotides deep into the 35 homo-dT run.
No such pausing was detected on the heteropolymeric 73b template, and polα reached the
end of the template, similar to T4 DNA polymerase. We concluded that polα has a
limited capacity for DNA synthesis only on the poly-dT template.
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Figure 4.2 Preferential RNA primer extension by human polα polymerase domain
(p180∆N-core) on the homopolymeric (dT)70 template . (A) Extension of the poly-dA15
and poly-rA15 primers (enzyme: primer/template ratios = 1:50 and 1:80, respectively) in
the presence of 0.2 mM dATP. The products of reactions at the indicated time points
were analyzed as described in Experimental Procedures. (B) The dependence of the
extension of the poly-dA15 and poly-rA15 primers primers (enzyme: primer/template
ratios = 1:50 and 1:80, respectively) on the dATP concentration. The black triangle
indicates that the reactions were carried out with the increase of dATP concentrations
(0.01, 0.1, and 1 mM, respectively). The reaction time was 20 min.
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Figure 4.3. Same efficiency of the extension of DNA and RNA primers on heterohomopolymeric hybrid and heteropolymeric DNA templates by the p180∆N-core.
For control of the full extension of the primers we have used reactions with T4 DNA
polymerase, which robustly and completely extended DNA as well as RNA primers (left
lane in left and right halves of the gel). Arrows show the zones of termination of DNA
synthesis. All reactions contain 0.2 mM dNTPs and the enzyme to primer/template ratio
was 1: 50, except for the T4 DNA pol (~1:2500).
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4.2.2. Mg2+and Mn2+ -induced barrier to polα progression simulates the effect of
“counting” of the number of nucleotides in the product on the poly-dT70.
The main obstacle for DNA pols on the poly-dT template maybe the formation of
triplex DNA (100). To study why polα is virtually inactive on the poly-dT70 template
with DNA primers but active with RNA primers (101,124), we have used several
different assay conditions, varying enzyme/template ratio, temperature, reaction time and
dATP concentrations. The DNA pol activity of all polα variants tested, single polypeptide
catalytic core (p180∆N-core), two-subunit polα, and the full four-subunit polα-prim
(101), was invariably low at all of those different conditions (data not shown). There was
one striking exception. When Mg2+ concentration was reduced from typically used 10
mM to 0.2 mM, the activity of the p180∆N-core with DNA primers was recovered and
became identical to its activity with RNA primers (Figure 4.4, lanes 2 and 3, 8 and 9).
When the concentration of Mg2+ was increased to 0.5 mM, the activity of the p180∆Ncore was sharply reduced in the case of DNA primers (lane 4), in comparison to RNA
primers (lane 10). However, the product size with RNA primers was shortened as [Mg2+]
increased above 0.5 mM, to less than 20 nt long at 16 mM (lanes 10-15). A similar
pattern of synthesis by p180∆N-core was observed with Mn2+ (Figure 4.5). It is
noticeable that the high Mg2+ and Mn2+ concentrations did not inhibit the overall activity
of the p180∆N-core with RNA primers. The results of these experiments suggested a
possibility that the formation of inhibitory triplex at high Mg2+ occurs right after
annealing of the DNA template with the DNA primer and thus there is no synthesis by
polα. Apparently, the RNA primer annealed to the DNA template does not promote
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triplex formation, and the extension of RNA primer by a certain length of DNA is
necessary before the triplex can form (Figure 1, upper part).
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Figure 4.4. High concentrations of Mg2+ attenuate DNA synthesis by the p180∆Ncore on the poly-dT70 template. Extension of DNA (poly-dA15) or RNA (poly-rA15)
primers was carried out by p180∆N-core (enzyme to primer/template ratio = 1:15) in the
absence of Mg2+ or in the presence of increased concentrations of Mg2+. Reactions were
carried out at 35° C for 4 minutes. The efficiency of each reaction (number under each
lane) was calculated as the percentage of extended primers.
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Figure 4.5. High concentrations of Mn2+ attenuate DNA synthesis by the p180∆Ncore on the poly- dT70 template. Extension of DNA (poly-dA15) or RNA (poly-rA15)
primers by p180∆N-core (enzyme to primer/template ratio = 1:15) in the absence or
presence of up to 4.0 mM or up to 16.0 mM Mn2+, respectively. Reactions were carried
out at 35 °C for four minutes.
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The inability to perform efficient DNA primer extension is specific to the poly-dT
template. Polα extends DNA and RNA primers annealed to heterogeneous sequence
equally well (101,125). To examine the effects of [Mg2+] on pol stalling on the internal
poly-dT run positioned at a distance from primer, we used the hybrid template with 5’ 35nt poly-dT and heterogeneous sequence at 3’ as the annealing site of the DNA primer.
P180∆N-core stalling was only observed within the 35-nt poly-dT zone (Figure 4.6).
Increasing concentrations of Mg2+ moderately increased the usage of the primer and led
to a progressive shortage of the length of products synthesized on the poly-dT template,
simulating the decreased pol processivity. Apparently, the formation of a barrier for
elongation, triplex DNA, occurred within shorter stretches of T/A duplexes with an
increase of concentration of Mg2+ (Fig. 4.1, upper panel).
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Figure 4.6. Mg2+-dependent inhibition of DNA synthesis occurs only on
homopolymeric runs. Extension of the hetero-DNA primers annealed to the hybrid polydT/hetero template (73a) by polα- core (enzyme to primer/template ratio = 1:20).
Reactions were run in the presence of 0.5, 2, 4, 8 and 16 mM Mg2+ with three time points
of 10, 30 and 120 seconds at 35 °C. The poly-dT zone indicates the 35 nt of the poly-dT
sequence at the 5’ half of the template.
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4.2.3 Mg2+-induced restraining of pol activity is relieved when synthesis occurs in the
presence of 7-Deaza-dATP.
DNA pols can use 7-Deaza-dATP (7DdATP) instead of dATP (126). Due to the lack
of a N7 atom (substituted by a CH group), 7DdATP does not efficiently participate in the
formation of Hoogsteen base pairs in addition to the normal Watson-Crick base pairs.
This property can be used in DNA pol reactions to relieve the negative effects of triplex
DNA formation on pol synthesis (100). Human polα can utilize 7DdATP, albeit 2.5-fold
less efficiently compared to dATP (127). The presence of 7DdATP did not affect the
DNA primer usage mediated by Mg2+ ions in comparison to dATP, indicating that the
Hoogsteen base pair-dependent triplexes were formed before the reaction (Figure 4.7A,
and quantification in Figure 4.7C). The reactions with 7DdATP led to the recovery of
longer products of extension. This suggested that the incorporation of 7DdATP readily
disrupted the triplexes. Similar to the extension of dA15 primers, 7DdATP did not
significantly affect the overall rA15 primer usage, but strongly relieved the premature
synthesis termination at high concentrations of Mg2+ (Figure 4.7B, it is noticeable that the
products with 7DdATP migrate faster than the dATP products). The products at
comparable concentrations of Mg2+ were always longer with the deaza nucleotide,
indicating that the formation of Hoogsteen base pairs in triplexes was impeded in a
substantial proportion of DNA substrates. However, at 16 mM Mg2+ in reactions with
7DdATP, 50% of the extension products were still terminated around 10 nt. This
suggested that high Mg2+ ions might stabilize the Hoogsteen base pairing regardless of
the N7 atom.
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Figure 4.7. Inclusion of 7-Deaza-dATP into reactions relieves polα pausing on the
poly-dT template. The Hoogsteen T•A•T hydrogen bonding is shown on the left (128).
The N7 atom which 7DdATP lacks is highlighted and pointed. (A) Extension of DNA
(poly-dA15) primers by human DNA polα core (enzyme to primer/template ratio = 1:5)
using dATP (lanes 1-4) or 7DdATP (lanes 5-8) in the presence of 0.2-4 mM Mg2+,
respectively. Reactions were carried out at 35 °C for 5 minutes. (B) Extension of RNA
(poly-rA15) primers by human DNA polα core (enzyme to primer/template ratio = 1:10)
using dATP (lanes 1-4; 1 min reaction at 35 ºC) or 7DdATP (lanes 5-8; 3 min reaction,
due to the lower efficiency of 7DdATP incorporation by polα) in the presence of 0.2-4
mM Mg2+. Quantifications of the primer usage are below each panel. (C) Comparison of
the efficiency of the pol reactions with dATP vs. 7DdATP.
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4.2.4. Mg2+-induced poly-dT template-specific stalling is characteristic of different DNA
pols.
Polα-prim possesses two separate active sites responsible for RNA pol and DNA pol
activities (101). The inhibitory effects of Mg2+ on synthesis on the poly-dT70 template
with both DNA and RNA primers by the whole complex of polα-prim were similar to the
single polypeptide p180∆N-core possessing DNA pol active site only (Figure 4.8A). It
meant that the primase part of the holoenzyme does not affect the parameters of DNA
synthesis of poly-dT template. Experiments with different DNA pols, the Klenow
fragment (Figure 4.8B) and yeast polδ (WT and exonuclease-deficient variant, Pol3-5DV
(a generous gift from Dr. Peter Burgers laboratory at Washington University in St.
Louis), 3-subunit complexes; Figures. 4.8 C and D, respectively) showed that the Mg2+
induced polymerase stalling on the poly-dT70 template was a general phenomenon not
specific to polα. It was noticeable that yeast polδ was more resistant to the inhibitory
effect of high concentrations of Mg2+ than the Klenow fragment and human polα, but still
the effect was very clear. Thus, the high Mg2+ concentration promoted formation of
triplex DNA is a strong barrier for different DNA pols.
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Figure 4.8. High [Mg2+] stalls polα, the Klenow fragment and polδ. (A) extension of
DNA (poly-dA15) or RNA (poly-rA15) primers by polα- prim (enzyme to
primer/template ratio = 1:15) in the presence of 0.1 to 4.0 mM Mg2+ or 0.2-16.0 mM
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Mg2+, respectively. (B) Extension of DNA (poly-dA15) primer (0.15 µM) by the
Klenow fragment (enzyme to primer/template ratio = 1:15) in the presence of up to 16.0
mM Mg2+. Reactions were carried out at 35° C for four minutes. (C) and (D) extension
of DNA (poly-dA15) primers by 3-subunit yeast exonuclease-defective polδ-5DV and
wild type polδ (enzyme to primer/template ratio = 1:15) in the presence of 0.1-16 mM
Mg2+. Reactions were carried out at 35 °C for 10 minutes.
Next, to get more information on the effects of Mg2+, we directly compared the polαprim and Klenow fragment on the template with heterogeneous random sequences (73b,
Materials and Methods). Polα extended the primer to the full length with an increasing
efficiency when the concentration of Mg2+ elevated from 0.2 to 4 mM (Figure 4.9, lanes
2-5), then mildly slowed down at 8 mM (lane 6), and stalled more severely at 16 mM
(lane 7). The Klenow fragment, on the other hand, reached its activity plateau at 0.2 mM
Mg2+ (Figure 4.9, right panel), and produced almost the same pattern of elongated
product over a range of concentrations of Mg2+. Its activity was only slightly declined
when [Mg2+] was increased to 16 mM (lanes 9-14). It was noticeable that the early sites
of termination of synthesis by the Klenow fragment were more pronounced at a low
[Mg2+] concentration, a mirror-like effect in comparison to polα-prim (lanes 9 and 10).
These experiments confirmed that high concentrations of Mg2+ were harmful for pol
reaction only when abnormal DNA structures could form.
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Figure 4.9. Comparison effects of Mg2+ concentration on the activity of polα-prim
and the Klenow fragment on the template with random sequence. Sequence of the 3’
portion of the template 73b (excludes the 5’ primer-binding region) that can potentially
form two hairpins (marked by * and **) is shown. The extension of hetero-DNA primers
annealed with the template contains a heterogeneous sequence (73b) by polα-prim
(enzyme to primer/template ratio = 1:15) and the Klenow fragment (enzyme to
primer/template ratio = 1: 5) in the absence or presence of 0.2-16.0 mM Mg2+. Reactions
were carried out at 35 °C for three minutes (polα-prim) and one minute (Klenow
fragment).
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4.2.5. Zn2+ -catalyzed polymerase reactions.
To explore whether the mechanism of Mg2+ effects seen in our experiments is a
general feature of divalent metal ions, we studied the effects of Zn2+. Zn2+ is not a
traditional catalytic metal ion in polymerase reactions, but it could be tightly associated
with polymerases. Two zincs are seen in the crystal structure of the C-terminal domain of
the catalytic subunit of yeast polα (36). In the structure-based model of the human polα
catalytic center (Figure 4.10), the metal site B was occupied by Mg2+ whereas the site A
was occupied by Zn2+. The Zn2+ at the A site showed octahedral metal coordination. The
binding of Zn2+ in site A indicated that Zn2+ has a potential to influence (support or
inhibit) the polymerase reaction. It’s not well known how Zn2+ behaves in the DNA pol
cycle. DNA synthesis by E.coli DNA pol I proceeds with Zn2+, but at lower rate than
with Mg2+ (114,117,118). In these earlier studies, only bulk incorporation was measured,
which did not provide information on the sizes of reaction products. Zn2+ in fact forms a
more stable complex with carboxylate residues as well as the triphosphate group of
nucleotides than Mn2+ and Mg2+ (122,123).
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Figure 4.10. The model explaining the dual effects of Zn2+ in polymerase reaction.
The structure of the active site of the human polα in the ternary complex with RNA
primed the DNA template and incoming dCTP. Polα is represented as schematic and
appears as green. The DNA, RNA, and dCTP as well as polα residues involved in the
coordination of divalent metal ions are shown as sticks and appear blue for nitrogen, red
for oxygen, and grey, yellow and green for the carbons of DNA/RNA, dCTP and polα,
respectively. The Mg2+, Zn2+ and water molecules are shown as spheres and appear
magenta, cyan and red, respectively. The potential coordinate covalent bonds are depicted
as blue dashed lines. The model is based on the coordinates of the structure with PDB ID
4QCL. The image and the modeling of the 3’-OH group of the RNA primer were
performed with the PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 1.3, Schrodinger, LLC.
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On the heterogeneous 73b template with DNA primer, 10 to 50 µM Zn2+ supported
DNA synthesis by both the polα (tetramer) and the Klenow fragment (Figure 4.11). The
increase of Zn2+concentration led to longer products, but the total amount of extended
primers was increased insignificantly (Figure 4.11A, lanes 4-6 and 12-14; quantification
is below the gel). The activity of the polα with 50 µM Zn2+ was, on average, 2.5-fold less
than with 8 mM Mg2+ (Figure 4.11A, compare lanes 4-6 to lane 3, lanes 12-14 to lane 11
and quantification below the gel image). The Klenow fragment extended more than 80%
of primers to the end of the template within a 1 min reaction with 8 mM Mg2+ (Figure
4.11B, lane 19). Strikingly, when 10-50 µM Zn2+ was used alone, an average of 60% of
the primers were extended, but the reaction primarily stopped after incorporation of the
first nucleotide (Figure 4.11B, lanes 20-22).
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Figure 4.11. Comparison of the effects of Zn2+ alone and in combination with Mg2+
on DNA synthesis by polα-prim and the Klenow fragment. (A) Extension of heteroDNA primers annealed with heterogeneous 73b template by polα-prim (enzyme to
primer/template ratio = 1:10) and (B) the Klenow fragment. (enzyme to primer/template
ratio = 1:5). Lanes 2-9, reactions by the polα-prim for one minute; Lanes 10-17, reactions
by polα-prim for eight minutes; Lanes 18-25, reactions by the Klenow fragment for one
minute; all with 100 µM dNTP at 35 °C. Reactions contain no enzyme (lane 1), no
additional Me2+ (lanes 2, 10, 18), 8 mM Mg2+ (lanes 3, 11, 19), 10 to 50 µM Zn2+ (lanes
4-6, 12-14, 20-22), and 8 mM Mg2+ with 10 to 50 µM Zn2+ (lanes 7-9, 15-17, 23-25).
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Zn2+ became sharply inhibitory to polα when Mg2+ (8 mM) was also present in the
reactions. The activity of the polα was unaffected at 10 µM Zn2+ (Figure 4.11A,
comparing lanes 7 and 15 to 3 and 11, respectively), inhibited by four-fold at 25 µM Zn2+
(Figure 4.11A, lanes 8 and 16), then by six-fold at 50 µM Zn2+. The template sequenceindependent stimulatory and inhibitory effects of Zn2+ at micro-molar concentrations
suggested that these effects could be related to binding of metals at the A and B sites in
the catalytic center (see Introduction). The addition of Zn2+ to reactions containing 8 mM
Mg2+ did not result in inhibition of the Klenow fragment to the same extent as the polα
(Figure 4.11B, lanes 23-25). This suggests that the Klenow fragment strongly preferred
Mg2+ to Zn2+ for catalysis, whereas the reactions in the active site of the polα was easily
perturbed with Zn2+.
On the poly-dT70 template with RNA primers, Zn2+ also inhibited polα reaction
sharply (about two-fold at 25 µM and four-fold at 50 µM), compare to 1 mM Mg2+ alone
and with 10 µM Zn2+ (Figure 4.12A, compare lanes 6 and 7 with lane 4 and 5;
quantification is below the gel). Similar effects were also observed with Mn2+ (Figure
4.12A, lanes 8-11). The Klenow fragment was mildly inhibited by Zn2+ (at 10-50 µM) in
the presence of 0.2 mM Mg2+ (Figure 4.12B). Zn2+ did not cause the same premature
termination on the poly-dT template as did the Mg2+ and Mn2+, suggesting that the
inhibition is not likely due to the formation of an unusual DNA structure. Note that the
concentrations when Zn2+ supported and inhibited pol reaction were in the micro-molar
range. This may explained why we did not see its effects on the structure of the template,
which was seen at millimolar concentrations of Mg2+.
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Figure 4.12. Inhibitory effect of Zn2+ on Mg2+ or Mn2+-dependent catalysis by
p180∆N-core and the Klenow fragment on the poly-dT70 template with the polyrA15 primer. (A) Extension of poly-rA15 primers by p180∆N-core (enzyme to
primer/template ratio = 1:15) in reactions with 100 µM dATP at 35° C for five minutes.
Reactions contain no enzyme (lane 1), no additional Me2+ ion (lane 2), additional 50 µM
Zn2+ (lane 3), 1.0 mM Mg2+ with titration of Zn2+ from 0 to 50 µM (lane 4-7), and 1.0
mM Mn2+ with titration of Zn2+ from 0 to 50 µM (lane 8-11). (B) Extension of polyrA15 primers by the Klenow fragment (enzyme to primer/template ratio = 1:5) with 100
µM dATP at 35 °C for two minutes. Reactions contain 10 µM Zn2+ (lane 1), and 0.2 mM
Mg2+ with titration of Zn2+ from 0 to 50 µM (lanes 2-5). The efficiency of each reaction
was calculated as the percent of extended primers and is written under each lane.
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To further understand the inhibition of polα activity in the presence of both Zn2+ and
Mg2+, the usage of Zn2+ as catalytic Me2+ by polα core was studied in more depth. It is
likely that this inhibition on polα was mainly driven by the concentration of Zn2+
reaching a certain threshold, because the dramatic effects were caused by tiny changes in
[Zn2+] (Figure 4.11 and 12). Polα reactions proceeded with 10-50 µM Zn2+ in the
presence of a standard concentration of nucleotide triphosphates (100 µM). Nucleotide
triphosphates are able to chelate the positively charged Zn2+ at the reaction conditions. It
was possible that the ratio of [dNTP]/[Zn2+] affects pol activity stimulation by Zn2+. The
range of [Zn2+] supporting the polα reaction shifted from 5 to 80 µM when the
concentration of dATP was increased from 10 to 160 µM, respectively (Figure 4.13;
lanes 3, 7, 11, and 15). As predicted, once [Zn2+] exceeded [dATP], polymerase activity
decreased (Figure 4.13; lanes 4-5, 8-9, 12-13, and 16-17). Reactions with 160 µM of all
dNTPs were generally similar to 160 µM dATP at the same [Zn2+] (Figure 4.13, lanes 1113, 15-17). We noticed that the overall product sizes at 80 µM Zn2+ were slightly smaller
with dNTPs (Figure 4.13, compare lane 15 to lane 11). This was probably due to the
slowed polymerase reaction in the presence of the non-cognate nucleotides and Zn2+. It
was noticeable that traces of Me2+ were present in the purified human polα samples that
supported the polymerase reactions (Figure 4.13, lanes 2, 6, 10, and 14). This residual
synthesis was more prominent at lower [dATP] (10 and 40 µM; Figure 4.13, lanes 2 and
6). Since these reactions reflected unusual conditions with a limited quantity of trace
metal ions, it was possible that higher [dATP] chelated these trace metal ions that
decreased the probability of available Me2+-dATP at the active site.
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Figure 4.13. The optimum zinc concentration supportive for DNA synthesis is
determined by the availability of the nucleotide substrates. Extension of the RNA
(poly-rA15) primer (0.15 µM) by human polα (enzyme to primer/template ratio = 1:15)
in reactions at 35 °C for five minutes. Lane 1, no enzyme; lanes 2-5 reactions with 0, 5,
20, 80 µM Zn2+ in the presence of 10 µM dATP; lanes 6-9 reactions with 0, 20, 80, 320
µM Zn2+ in the presence of 40 µM dATP; lanes 10-13 reactions with 0, 80, 320, 1000
µM Zn2+ in the presence of 160 µM dATP; and lanes 14-17 reactions with 0, 80, 320,
1000 µM Zn2+ in the presence of 160 µM dNTP.
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The concentration-dependent effect of nucleotides on the pol reaction in the presence
of Zn2+ was further explored by varying concentration of Zn2+ in reactions with 160 µM
dATP at three time points. At 40 µM Zn2+, polα extended more and more primer as
reaction time increased from 0.5 to 8 minutes (Figure 4.14; lanes 4-6), similar to
reactions with Mg2+ (lanes 16-18). At 80 µM Zn2+, polα extended the primer faster at 0.5
minutes (lane 7) than at 40 µM Zn2+, and reached the maximum primer usage at 2
minutes (lane 8). There was almost no increase in primer usage when reaction time was 8
minutes (compare lane 9 to lane 8). At 160 and 320 µM Zn2+, the activity of polα
decreased 2- and 4-fold, respectively, in comparison to at 80 µM Zn2+ (lanes 10-12 and
13-15). Moreover, the extent of primer usage was unchanged throughout all three
reaction time points. The reactions with 160 µM Mg2+ showed a slower synthesis at 0.5
minutes in comparison to all reactions with Zn2+ at this time point (lane 16 compare to
lanes 4, 7, 10, and 13). Thus, the concentration of nucleotides differently affected pol
reactions in the presence of the two metals.
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Figure 4.14. Balance between nucleotide and Zn2+ concentrations is required for
support of DNA synthesis by the p180∆N-core. Extension of poly-rA15/poly-dT70 by
p180∆N-core (enzyme to primer/template ratio = 1:10) in 0.5-, 2-, and 8-minute reactions
containing 160 µM dATP at 35 °C. Lanes 1-3, no additional Me2+ in reactions; lanes 4-6,
reactions with 40 µM Zn2+; lanes 7-9, reactions with 80 µM Zn2+; lanes 10-12, reactions
with 160 µM Zn2+; lanes 13-15, reactions with 320 µM Zn2+; and lanes 16-18 reactions
with 160 µM Mg2+.
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4.3. Discussion
4.3.1. Structure of DNA polymerase substrates, metal ions and pol reactions.
Our novel finding described in this Chapter is that, with our experimental setup, the
formation of triplexes impeding the advancement of DNA polymerases is much more
efficient with DNA primers, than with RNA primers. This is supported by the
observation that the pattern of usage of the dA15 primers was similar with dATP or
7DdATP, therefore, DNA primer was unavailable for pol at a higher [Mg2+] prior to the
start of DNA synthesis (Figure 4.7A). It is interesting that the threshold when severe
inhibition occurred was shifted to 4 mM Mg2+ for reactions with 7DdATP, suggesting
that the triplexes are dynamic and start to melt when destabilizing nucleotides are
incorporated. When polα extends the RNA (rA15) primer, the formation of triplex with
the growing DNA part causes pausing and dissociation of the polymerase, which is also
dependent on the concentration of Mg2+.
We observed some peculiarities in how different DNA pols handle poly-dT
templates (Figure 4.8). Yeast polδ was more robust than DNA polα and E.coli pol I, even
with functional proofreading exonuclease (Fig. 4.8, panels C and D). The roles of the
DNA polα and E.coli pol I in replication are limited to the synthesis of relatively short
starts of Okazaki fragments (polα) and short patches of DNA after removal of RNA
primer during Okazaki fragment maturation (pol I) (129). Polδ, on the other hand, is one
of the major replicative pols in eukaryotes that synthesize the majority of the genome
(17,27,130-132). It looks rational that it evolved to tolerate the inhibitory effects of
certain templates/conditions better than polα and the Klenow fragment.
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It is interesting that the threshold for pol stalling with both DNA and RNA primer is
the same, 0.5 mM Mg2+ (Figure 4.4). Both primers were extended equally well at
concentrations below this threshold. Magnesium in mammalian tissue is present at a
typical concentration of 30 mM, but most of it (more than 95%) is bound to proteins,
NTPs, or phospholipids (133). The concentration of free Mg2+ in nuclei, however, varies
between cell cycle phases from 3 to 11 mM (134), and it was assumed that the
physiological concentration of Mg2+ available for DNA binding is 10 mM (135). The
Mg2+ is capable of coordinating six water molecules forming its first octahedral solvation
shell. The hydrated Mg2+ interact with DNA molecules via water-mediated hydrogen
bonds. Primary DNA interaction sites include the phosphodiester backbone, the guanine
base in the major groove and the A-T pair in the minor groove (136). Moreover, two
additional solvation shells can be built upon the first that helps interaction with different
DNA molecules (137). Therefore, the potential of Mg2+ mediated intra- and inter- strand
interactions other than Watson-Crick base pairing is very high, and it is sequencedependent. It is known that Mg2+ and other Me2+ stabilize H-DNA structures (reviewed in
(128)). Mg2+ induces bending of nucleosomal linker DNA (up to 80 bp repetitive
sequence (138)), which contributes to folding of nucleosomal arrays (139).The RNAMg2+ interactions, on the other hand, are direct in the majority and are not mediated by
water molecules (140). This may explain the reason for the better extension of the polyrA15 primer on templates with polynucleotide runs. In conclusion, the poly-dT template is
a very specific substrate for polymerases and should be used with caution to obtain
general conclusions on the mechanisms of pol reactions.
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Both polα and the Klenow fragment utilized the hetero-DNA primer well throughout
the wide concentration range of Mg2+. On the hybrid poly-dT35-hetero template (73a),
Mg2+ created a barrier for polα between 10 to 20 nt within the poly-dT zone, without
affecting the stimulation of the utilization of the primers (Figure 4.6). On the template
with a totally scrambled sequence (73b), polα (p180∆N-core) showed a slow-down at a
high 16 mM of Mg2+ around 20 nt synthesis, whereas the Klenow fragment did not
(Figure 4.9). Secondary DNA structural prediction analysis revealed several potential
hairpin sites in this template. Mg2+ is known to increase the stability of the secondary
structures of DNA and RNA (141). It looks like polα is more sensitive to irregularities in
the template than the Klenow fragment. The latter is known to be able to synthesize over
some hairpins (142).
4.3.2. Dynamics of metals in the polymerase active site and the effect of Zn2+.
Zn2+ differs from Mg2+ in certain interactions with DNA components and proteins.
It has a higher affinity toward triphosphates and the Asp/Glu residues (122,123) and
directly binds to the N7 position on the adenine ring (143). The stop after the first
incorporated nucleotide by the Klenow fragment in the presence of Zn2+ suggests that the
reaction mediated by Zn2+ freezes at the translocation stage after the first reaction cycle
(Figure 4.11B). The translocation is critical for the growth of the DNA chain as the
prerequisite step for the release of pyrophosphate and bound Mg2+ (90). A recent single
molecule-based kinetic study with bacteriophage Phi29 DNA polymerase showed that the
translocation happens after the release of the pyrophosphate and before the binding of the
incoming dNTP, along the DNA template, one nucleotide at a time (144). DNA
polymerase at the dNTP/pyrophosphate-free translocation state can thermally diffuse
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between the pre- and post-translocation state. The binding of the correct dNTP stabilizes
the post-translocation stage with the finger domain closure. It is possible that because of
the higher affinity of Zn2+ toward the nucleotides, phosphates, or catalytic carboxylates,
the pyrophosphate bound to Zn2+ in the position of metal B could not be easily released
by the Klenow fragment, preventing the translocation (Figure 4.11B). Alternatively, the
open finger cannot switch back to the post-translocation confirmation in the presence of
Zn2+. On the other hand, human polα behaves differently. Zn2+ supports full reaction
cycles, but only when there are excessive nucleotide triphosphates to help overcome the
negative effects of Zn2+. Our results show that the optimum Zn2+ concentrations for the
reaction are always less than the concentration of the nucleotides (Figures 4.13 and 14).
When [Zn2+] exceeded the concentration of nucleotides, the activity of polα was low and
the primer usage and product length remained constant over time (Figure 4.14). This
suggests that polα at these conditions was not able to dissociate from the extended primer
and/or re-bind. The drastic inhibition of polα by Zn2+ in the presence of Mg2+ could be
explained by the idea that the Zn2+ binds to site A only after Mg2+ occupies site B (Figure
4.10). The configuration of the active site with the two different ions in sites A and B in
polα is apparently improper for a polymerase reaction. In the absence of Mg2+, both A
and B sites are occupied by Zn2+, which allows a reaction to proceed when dNTPs are in
excess.
The effects of Zn2+ on the pol activities of the Klenow fragment and polα might also
be explained by the appearance of a third Me2+ binding site after breaking the bond
between the α- and β-phosphates of dNTP and before the dissociation of the
pyrophosphate (89), Fig. 4.1. As was seen in Polη, the third Mg2+ transiently stabilizes
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the leaving group. At the reaction site of the Klenow fragment, Zn2+ might have a much
stronger affinity to this site in comparison to Mg2+, which complicates the release of
pyrophosphate. Therefore, the translocation is blocked. In polα, Zn2+ binding at the third
Me2+-binding site apparently does not cause a hindrance of the product release. It is
possible that, during evolution, polα acquired an alternative mechanism to release the
Zn2+-bound pyrophosphates in comparison to the Klenow fragment. It will be interesting
to directly compare the structure basis of Zn2+- and Mg2+- catalyzed DNA polymerase
reactions (i.e. how differ are these two ions in binding with catalytic residues, primer
3’end, and incoming nucleotide; metal ions position and hydrogen bonding at active site
post reaction; or possible conformational changes).
In summary, in the first part of this Chapter we describe the analysis of the
mechanisms of inhibitory effects of high concentration of Mg2+ on DNA polymerase
(pol) alpha synthesizing DNA on the poly-dT template with DNA or RNA primers. This
is important because homopolymeric runs are present in abundance in human genome. In
addition, the work has methidologila aspect, because this template is still popular for
studies of DNA polymerases. DNA pol stalling at poly-dT runs is attributed to the
formation of triplex DNA. Our novel finding in the current work is that the effect is very
different for reactions with DNA versus RNA initial primers. Low level DNA synthesis
with DNA primers is only observed at the standard concentration of Mg ions. A mere
decrease of the concentration by 10-fold completely rescues robust synthesis. We propose
that the inhibitory effect of high Mg2+ concentrations on DNA pols on templates with
repeated sequences is due to the stimulation of formation of unconventional DNA
structure(s).
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In the second part of this work we did a systematic evaluation of the effects of several
single Me2+ as well as their combinations putatively disturbing catalysis by human polα
and compared it with polδ, the Klenow fragment of polI and human primase. This
analysis allowes for better understanding of replication in vivo, which occurs in complex
mixtures of metal ions. We found that Zn ions differentially support or inhibit pol
reactions depending on the particular DNA pols and the presene of Mg or Mn ions.
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CHAPTER 5: Polα integration into replication fork: preliminary
results and future directions.
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This chapter describes results relevant to polα counting and polα fidelity. We describe
how a defect of primase affects genome stability. We discuss a model of the additional
role of primase•polα in DNA repair and possible future experiments stemming from our
work.
5.1. How does polα stop synthesis?
5.1.1. Background
In the current model of replication polα extends the RNA primer synthesized by
primase to a 35 to 40 nt RNA•DNA hybrid (10,17,23,145). This number was derived
from experiments in vitro and, to our knowledge, has never been measured in vivo.
Nethanel et al. (146) found a population of aphidicolin-insensitive short RNA-DNA
hybrids in a SV40 DNA replication system using isolated monkey kidney cell (CV-1)
nuclei or cell extracts. The products were labeled by [α-32P]-NTPs or [α-32P]-dNTPs,
separated and visualized on gel. Despite that the authors were aware of the inhibitory
effect of aphidicolin on all three B-family pols (polα, δ, and ε), they concluded that the
short RNA-DNA hybrids were made by primase•polα, as the primer for Okazaki
fragments. This paper has been cited ever since by many reviews, which are in their own
turn cited by most current publications. In vitro, purified eukaryotic polα produces
various sizes of products (39,67,101,147), up to 3kb (148), depending on conditions of
the reaction. The 20 nt size of polα synthesized product on poly-dT template was an
artifact due to formation of the triplex structure of the template induced by Mg2+ ions
(chapter 4) (52,101). The distribution of sizes of fragments synthesized by polα in vitro
under physiological conditions and in vivo has to be carefully reinvestigated.
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The RNA-DNA primer synthesized by primase•polα on the lagging strand is
extended by another B-family DNA polymerase, polδ, which is probably recruited after
the loading of PCNA by the eukaryotic clamp loader RF-C (149). RF-C recognizes the 3’
primer/template junction, and loads the PCNA to the duplex DNA on the 5’ side of the
primer (149). RF-C minimal recognition zone is 15 bases of the DNA duplex and 20
bases of the single-stranded template side (150). RF-C alone stimulates DNA
polymerases activities in both archaeal and bacterial system (151,152). There is also
evidence that RF-C can displace polα from the primer/template substrate, ie. participate
in regulation of Okazaki fragment sizes, but the effect was only observed on short
template (88 nt) embedded with poly-(dA)18 sequence (153), and not on the longer SV40
plasmid, where the addition of RF-C stops polα synthesis approximately at 1 kb after start
(154).
5.1.2 Exploration of the self-counting by polα.
We used “natural” template/primer combination that contains 3’overhangs and 5’ triP, (chapter 3) to test if the binding of the primase part (p58C) or any other elements of
the complex to the 5’tri-P and overhang template contributes to the polα counting. The
four-subunit primase•polα possesses less polymerase activity that the catalytic core of
polα with 10-nt RNA primer in “natural” conditions (Figure 5.1, lanes 1- 4; note the
decreased usage of primer). The removal of either 5’tri-P or 3’overhang partially restored
the activity of primase•polα, and the 3’overhang in the template apparently had more
impact (compare lanes 6 and 9). The “natural” substrate seems slowed down the polα
core too, causing a minor premature stop at first one or two nucleotides (lanes 3-4,
compare to 7-8, and 10). This result suggests the binding of primase part to the 5’ end of
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primer with template junction does not necessarily alter the product length synthesized by
polα, it rather changes the polymerase activity.
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Figure 5.1. Extension of unlabeled 10-nt RNA primer (5’GGCUGGUCGG) with or
without 5’ tri-P by tetrameric polα (lanes 1, 2, 5, 6, and 9) and polα-core (3, 4, 7, 8,
and 10). Reactions contain 0.5 µM [33P-α]-dATP (3000 Ci/mmol) with 10 µM cold
dTTP, dCTP, dGTP. Lanes 1-4, 60a9 template with 5’tri-P10 primer; lanes 5-7, 60a9
template with P10 primer; Lanes 9 and 10, 53a2 template with 5’tri-P10 primer (tables
2.3 and 2.4). Reactions were carried out in 0.5 and 4 minutes at 35 ºC as depicted in label.
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To confirm this result, activities of polα tetramer and dimer (p180•p70) were
compared in the two extreme situations, with “natural” primers and templates, with both
binding elements, or without any of them. Direct comparison of the p180∆N-core with
the tetramer in Fig. 5.1 without taking the regulatory part of polα (i.e. p70 and p180C)
into account was because that the situation was simplified to test if the p58C in primase
was responsible for polα counting. Using of the dimeric polα instead of p180∆N-core
should be able to explore whether the inhibition site(s) is(are) located on the regulatory
part of polα. The polα dimer was similarly inhibited on the “natural” template/primer, but
slightly less than the tetramer (Figure 5.2, lanes 2-4 and 5-7). The DNA polymerase
activity of the both complexes was substantially unleashed when both of the binding
elements were removed (lanes 9-14). There is no substantial difference in the synthesis
pattern (length of the products) between the templates/primers with or without the
binding elements (compare lanes 2-4 to 9-11, 5-7 to 12-14). This result suggests that
there might be some anchoring of the 5’tri-P and 3’ overhang by both polα catalytic
domain and the C-terminal domain or the B-subunit. It seems that the C-terminal domain
and B-subunit have a major roles on this binding and contribute at the most on slowdown
of polα. On the other hand, the binding element has no impact on the synthesis pattern by
tetrameric or dimeric polα.
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Figure 5.2. Extension of 60a9 template paired with 5’ tri-P10 primer or 53a2
template paired with P10 primer by polα dimer and tetramer. Reactions contain 0.5
µM [33P-α]-dATP (3000 Ci/mmol) with 10µM cold dTTP, dCTP, dGTP. Reactions were
carried out in 10, 40, and 160 seconds at 35 ºC as depicted in label.
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To further illustrate that the impact is purely on pol activity, but not on extent of the
synthesis, 10 µM cold dATP was added to each reaction to decrease the amount of
recovered products. In theory the non-labeled products are 20-fold more than labeled
products. Besides, 10 µM of each dNTPs is a more physiological relevant condition for
DNA polymerase reactions (83). It will eliminate the possible artifact with the 20-fold
lower concentration of dATP might be a rate-limiting factor. The activity of the polα
tetramer was lowest when both binding elements were present, with no indication of
premature stop of synthesis (Figure 5.3, lanes 1 and 2). The synthesis patterns of polα
dimer on primers with or without the 5’ tri-P are identical (Figure 5.3, lanes 3,4 and 5, 6).
This is consistent with the idea that the binding elements only affect polα activity.
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Figure 5.3. Extension of 59a2 template paired with 5’ tri-P9 (lanes 1-4), or P9 (5, and
6), or 52a2 template with P9 (Table 2.3 and 2.4) by polα dimer and tetramer.
Reactions contain 0.5 µM [33P-α]-dATP (3000 Ci/mmol) with 10 µM cold dNTPs.
Reactions were carried out for 0.5 and 4 minutes at 35 ºC as depicted in label.
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The only biochemical data suggesting that RF-C loading of PCNA knocks polα off
the template were obtained with the use of ssDNA template (88 nt long, containing a
repetitive poly-(dA)18 sequence embedded in the middle) with a 18 nt long DNA primer
(153). As predicted (150), the RF-C/PCNA was loaded to the primer/template in the
presence of RPA. The pre-loading of PCNA by RF-C did not inhibit polα synthesis
initially. Instead, polα synthesized exactly 20 nt and stopped within the poly-dA
sequence. To test the idea that polα synthesis can be stopped at defined point after the
loading of RFC-PCNA, a 9 nt-long RNA primer with 5’tri-P group was used to mimic the
primer synthesis situation by prim•polα, without pre-loading of RF-C/PCNA. In one
expected outcome, RF-C will replace polα once the DNA synthesized by polα reaches
certain length (above 15 nt). The presence of RF-C/PCNA, regardless of ATP
hydrolysis, did not affect polα synthesis pattern (Figure 5.4). There is a minor activity
change in the reaction without ATP (lane 2). We conclude that in this system RFC/PCNA do not alter synthesis pattern by polα.
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Figure 5.4. Extension of 5’tri-P9 primer on 59a2 template (50 nM) by polα tetramer
(50 nM). Reactions contain [33P-α]-dATP with 10 µM cold dNTPs. Lane 2, reaction
contain additional 50 nM RF-C/PCNA; lane 3 and 4, reaction contain 100 µM AppNp (a
non-hydrolysable ATP analog) and ATP in addition to lane 2, respectively.
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Biochemical studies of polα switch is challenging because in vitro, polα is a very
efficient DNA polymerase, whose synthesis rate is even faster than the synthesis by polε
(155). The PCNA loading causing polα pausing within the poly-dA observed by Mossi et
al. (153) is probably an artifact of high Mg2+ ions concentration (10 mM) in reactions (the
control experiment in the paper showed a prominent stop at poly-dA too). Also the
PCNA-binding sites were not defined, because the substrate used was linear and PCNA
can easily slide off it. Bumpers at both ends are usually needed to study effects of PCNA
on linear substrates (156). We show here that short linear templates, especially with
repetitive sequence, are not ideal for studies polymerase reactions with additional DNA
binding proteins. RPA, which has been shown to stimulate polα (157), in reactions with 7
mM Mg2+ on poly-dT template attenuated the synthesis by polα (Figure 5.5). The
inhibitory effect was more pronounced with polα tetramer than with the catalytic polαcore (lanes 7 and 8 compare to 5 and 6). This is consistent with our prediction that the
RF-C effect observed in (153) was a Mg2+-induced artifact on poly-dA sequence. It
would be interesting to perform these experiments on circular DNA, with real active
loading of PCNA to primer/temple at 3’ end and in the presence of varying
concentrations of Mg2+.
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Figure 5.5. Effect of purified human RPA (3-subunit RPA 70, 32, and 14; was a
generous gift from Dr. Gloria Borgstahl lab) on polα extension of 32P-labeled polyrA15 primer on poly-dT70 template (approximately 0.5 to 1 µM). Lane 1, no enzyme
control; lane 2, 1 µM of RPA only (control); lane 3-5 and 6-8, 0.2 µM polα-core and
polα-tetramer with no RPA, 0.2 µM RPA, and 1 µM RPA, respectively.
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5.1.3. Approaches to delineate the size of primers synthesized by polα and examine the
switch to main replicative pols.
Studies of the polα synthesis switch to another DNA pols (i.e. δ and ε) in vitro require
a second pol to be present in the reactions. However, then it is necessary to distinguish
the synthesis performed by the two different DNA polymerases of the same B-family.
Yeast polα, δ and ε mutants (pol1-L868M, and exonuclease deficient pol3-5DV and pol24, and altered base-selectivity pol3-L612M, pol2-M644G) make elevated levels of base
substitution and insertion/deletion mutations in lacZ gap-filling assay (158-162). The
combination of exo- with altered base selectivity further increases enzyme inaccuracy, as
seen in vivo by skyrocketed mutation rates in corresponding double mutants (Liston and
Pavlov, unpublished results). Therefore, these pol variants can be used to trace DNA
synthesis by individual pols in vitro. The biochemical reconstitution of replication fork
with purified polα, polε or polδ showed complete synthesis on a linear 3 kb substrate in
both de novo and primer extension conditions (155,163). Inaccurate DNA pols will
synthesize the products with many nucleotide changes. Therefore, we propose in future
studies to examine the polymerase switch between polα and polδ or polε as follows (Fig.
5.6). First a DNA template will be designed to possess a unique annealing site to an RNA
primer, which can only be efficiently extended by polα, but not δ or ε. We will also
design primers for deep sequencing of DNA synthesis products. The region immediately
after the RNA primer binding is supposed to be extended exclusively by polα for at least
20 nucleotides, even if other pols are present. Therefore this region is a must to sequence
and design of amplification of pol synthesis products should allow that. An adapter
sequence can be chosen at the 5’ end of the template (3’ end of DNA synthesis product).
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There are several options to amplify the product strand using this single adapter
sequence. One example is T7-based linear amplification that has been shown to reliably
amplify DNA for deep sequencing (164). The size of the amplified region could be made
variable by selecting different 5’ adapters from 0.5 to 2 or even 3 kb to calibrate the
system. It would be imperative to carefully determine optimal concentrations of DNA
pols and accessory factors for robust synthesis. The combination of polα variants with
either polδ or ε variants will be used for DNA synthesis. The reaction products will be
purified afterward and amplified for deep sequencing with 10,000 - 100,000 x coverage
that will allow for detection of pol errors.
We expect to see various outcomes, depending on combination of DNA pols (Figure
5.6). There will be very rare mutations in reaction products with wild-type pols. The
combination of wild-type polα with inaccurate Pol2 or Pol3 variants will result in more
errors in the 3’ portion of the product, if the switch successfully happens at the same
place of the template. When both inaccurate polα and polδ or ε variants are added to
reactions, the mutations will be across the whole product. But this variant of experiment
could be informative also, because the sequence-specificity of and types of mutations are
different for different pol variants. One caveat in this approach is the inevitable use of
pol variants that can change pol behavior and the “zone” of synthesis by wild-type pol
and inaccurate variant will be different. Therefore it is important to characterize all pol
variants biochemically and include all possible combinations of wild-type and mutant
pols, as well as compare the signatures of mutant pols.
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Figure 5.6. Illustration of the deep-sequencing results of DNA synthesis by various
combinations of polymerases. Grey shade box, the RNA primer for polα-only extension
(not present in sequencing result). Red box, the adapter at 3’ end for product strand
designed for amplification by a T7-based linear method. Black box, sequence contains no
mutations. Orange box, sequence contains mutations, made by the pol1-L868M variant of
polα. Blue box, sequence contains mutations, made by pol2-4 M644G mutant of polε.
Green box, sequence contains mutations, made by pol3-5DV L612M mutant of polδ.
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5.2 Genome instability induced by defect of prim•polα and proposed function of
prim•polα in double-strand break repair
5.2.1. Background
Eukaryotic polα has an inactivated exonuclease, where the critical catalytic residues
for exonuclease activity are substituted for non-catalytic residues, therefore it has lower
fidelity in comparison to the proofreading-proficient B-family pols but can efficiently
extend RNA primers (18). Study of yeast polα mutant allele pol1-L868M (lower fidelity
5.3 and 6.6 fold in vitro for base substitutions and frameshifts, respectively) suggested
that the mutations made by polα are corrected by polδ proofreading activity and
mismatch repair (158). Thompson and Kuchta (147) showed that the calf prim•polα is
able to utilize the 9-β-D-Arabinofuranosyladenosine triphosphate (araATP) normally, a
strong chain terminator to many DNA polymerases, in de novo synthesis condition but
not in elongation of a RNA primer (10 mer) with 5’ triphosphate. From our data (Figure
3.13) it is evident that the 10-mer RNA primer containing 5’ triphosphate is an optimal
substrate for polα, but not for primase, because of the binding of the tri-P to p58C does
not allow primase to further translocate the substrate due to the clash made with the p58N
(40). This suggests that the araATP in Kuchta’s experiments was most likely
incorporated by polα. Polα can also incorporate 8-doxoGTP and regular ribonucleotides
(83). Moreover, polα can perform synthesis across templates containing non-conventional
dNMP, 8-oxoguanine (8-oxoG) (127), or even ribonucleotides (165).
There are several observations suggesting that polα together with primase has
additional roles, other than priming normal Okazaki fragments at the replication fork.
First, both budding yeast (166) and fission yeast (167) catalytic subunit of polα interact
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with proteins involved in telomere maintenance. The fission yeast Pol1p directly interacts
with the Trt1, the catalytic subunit of telomerase and regulates the length of the telomere
in vitro and in vivo (167). The pol12-216 allele affecting the B-subunit of polα in budding
yeast does not affect polα function in replication, but it is synthetically lethal with the
telomere end-binding and capping protein Stn1. The change also disrupts their physical
interaction and leads to the loss of telomere capping (168). A study in Arabidopsis
showed that defects in Stn1 or polα lead to identical dysfunction of telomeres (169). The
eukaryotic telomere G-tail is a long 3’ overhang located at the end of the chromosomes,
which is reverse-transcriptionally synthesized by telomerase (170-172). The 5’ part of the
G-tail is thought to serve as a template for the opposite C-strand synthesis, which is a
lagging strand by definition. But in reality the situation is more complex because the
“leading strand” is already synthesized by telomerase and at least partially to be used as a
template. Besides, the synthesis of the telomere occurs in late S and G2-M phase
(173,174), where standard replisomes are supposed to be inactive (175,176).
Nakamura et al. (177) showed that a temperature–sensitive variant of murine polα
possesses a rear centric fusion of two acrocentric chromosomes at semi-permissive
temperature, but does not stimulate other types of chromosomal aberrations. An
engineered budding yeast strain that has inducible expression of Pol1 gene showed that
polα plays an anti-recombination role in ribosomal DNA cluster, a 9-kb 150-200 tandem
repeat region of rRNA genes (178). The decreased Pol1 expression level led to increase
of both mitotic and meiotic recombination within the rDNA cluster, suggesting two
distinct mechanisms of both replication -dependent or -independent double strand breaks.
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Several observations suggest that archaeal primase is involved in double strand break
repair. The archaeo-eukaryotic primase (AEP) family Mpa (Methanocella paludicola)
polymerase incorporates ribonucleotides during non-homologous end joining (NHEJ)
repair of double strand breaks, which serves a “flagged” signal for later repair (179,180).
Archaeal primases have versatile nucleotidyl polymerization activities using both rNTPs
and dNTPs, and can synthesize in both template-dependent and independent ways
(3,181). Hu et al. (182) showed biochemically that the archaeon Sulfolobus solfataricus
primase (SsoPriSL) can synthesis across discontinuous template, which resembles the
broken strand. On the other hand, in budding yeast, polα mutant pol1-L868M induces
mutagenesis in starved non-dividing cells, suggesting polα performs DNA synthesis
during DNA repair (183).
5.2.2. Preliminary results: Malfunction of primase induces genome instability in yeast
5.2.2.1 CAN1 forward mutagenesis assay
To investigate the role of primase in maintaining genome stability, we re-constituted
the temperature-sensitive pri2-2 (C434Y) allele (184) in diploid yeast strain YPOM258
using a two-step integration method (Chapter 2.3.1). The residue 434 is one of the
cysteines that coordinate the [4Fe-4S] cluster. Its change to alanine does not affect the
primase de novo activity (41). The Pri2-C434Y mutant has never been biochemically
characterized. From our biochemical study, the C-terminal domain is important in
primase counting and switching to polα. It is possible that this mutation affects some
properties of the complex and ultimately affects the priming of Okazaki fragments. The
delay in switching from the RNA primer will slow down the synthesis since primase is
slower than polα and takes longer to remove. Yeast carrying this mutation grow slowly
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at 30 oC, and very slowly at 37ºC indicating an abnormality in genome replication (184).
After tetrad dissection the pri2-2 mutation in the isolated spores are immediately
distinguishable, as a 2:2 segregation of normal versus small sized colonies (Figure 5.7).
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Figure 5.7. Tetrad analysis of the diploid yeast strain YPOM258 containing
heterozygous pri2-2 mutation and temperature sensitivity at 37 ºC. The tetraddissected spores were isolated (at 24 ºC) and plated on three YPDAU complete media
with serial dilution factor of 20, and grow at 24, 30, 37 ºC for one day.
Genome instability was measured by CAN1 forward mutation assay (Chapter 2.3.2).
Comparing to wild type, the pri2-2 strain has about 10-fold elevated mutation rate (first
shown in Longhese et al. (184) with 4.3-fold). Cadmium ions (Cd2+) are known to inhibit
mismatch repair (MMR) in yeast (185). Cd2+ by itself increased mutation rate in our
strain about 2 to 3 fold (Figure 5.8). The combination of Cd2+ with pri2-2 elevated the
mutation rate at least 50-fold in comparison to the wild type. The synergistically
increased mutation rate typically indicates that errors made by the primase variant could
be corrected by MMR system. Analysis of the mutation spectrum at can1 locus showed
that 65% of the mutations were base substitutions (Figure 5.9). 35% mutations are
frameshifts, including insertions, deletions, and sequence duplications. There are rare
events of large duplication (insertion of identical sequence of 27 bases) and deletions up
to 39 bases (Figure 5.10).
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Figure 5.8. Forward mutation rate at CAN1 locus of WT, pri2-2, pri2-2 ∆rev3 strains,
with or without Cadmium in the media measured by fluctuation test. Error bars
denote 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 5.9. The spectrum of spontaneous base substitutions and complex mutations
in the CAN1 gene of the pri2-2 strain. The proportions of individual mutations were
calculated from sequencing data shown in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10. Distribution of spontaneous- and Cd2+- induced can1 mutations in the
pri2-2 strain from 116 sequenced clones. Insertions, deletions, complex mutation
(including large duplication of repetitive sequence, both deletion/insertion and base
substitution occur together), and base substitutions are annotated by green, red, orange,
and blue boxes below the sequence, respectively. The width of the boxes represents the
number of bases involved.
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The pri2-2 rev3 strain showed no UV mutability (not shown), but did not show
decrease of spontaneous or Cd2+ -induced mutagenesis at CAN1 locus (Figure 5.8). Thus,
mutations in the pri2-2 background arise by a mechanism independent of polζ. It’s
consistent with the result shown as the spectrum of can1 mutations made in pri2-2 strain
do not have the characters of polζ-dependent defective-replisome-induced mutagenesis
(DRIM) (29), which are primarily GC to CG transversions and complex mutations. The
mechanism of pri2-2 induced mutagenesis is still to be determined in future studies.

5.2.2.2 Tri-nucleotide expansion in pri2-2 cells
Tri-nucleotide repeats (TNR) are tandem repetition of three nucleotides and are the
largest class of microsatellites, which abnormally expanded that associates with many
disease (186). Shah et al. (63) showed that the defect of replicative DNA polymerases
leads to the increasing the rate of TNR expansions. The proposed model is that the
destabilization of the replication fork increases the probability of template switching,
which polymerase uses the nascent strand as a template. Defect in polα (pol1-L868F)
leads to an even larger expansion of the TNR compare to polδ and ε mutants, probably
due to an increased average size of Okazaki fragments (187). The phenotypic differences
between pol1-L868F used in this study and the L868M are that the F mutant yeast grow
slowly and are temperature-sensitive and has higher mutation rate at both CAN1 and his7
loci (188).
The pri2-2 effect on TNR expansion was tested using a (GAA)100 cassette ((63); a
generous gift from Dr. Mirkin lab at Tufts University; chapter 2.3.3). The cassette is
imbedded in the intron of the URA3 gene (Figure 2.1). The expansion of the repeat
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increases the size of the intron that affect the splicing in the mRNA maturation, which
leads to Ura- phenotype of the cells. In pri2-2 strain, the (GAA)100 TNR can be expanded
up to about 110 more repeats (rarely can be 160 repeats; Figure 5.11). The problem is that
there are populations of ura- cells that carry unexpanded repeats. Therefore it’s not
applicable to measure the rate of the expansion. In the future this experiment needs to be
done in a different strain or using different cassette (i.e. CAN1). It might be interesting to
sequence the unexpanded ura3 gene to see what types of mutation are generated.
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Figure 5.11. Illustration of variations in sizes of spontaneous expansions of (GAA)100
repeats in pri2-2 strain by PCR.
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5.2.3. Proposed mechanism for pri2-2 induced genome instability
Based on the observations from our preliminary work with CAN1 mutagenesis assay
and TNR expansions and the literature, we propose a possible mechanism for pri2-2
induced genome instability (Figure 5.12). The pri2-2 mutation likely causes the delay of
priming in each Okazaki fragment synthesis due to the disrupted switches from primase
to polα synthesis, since the mutation is at the Fe-S domain. The delay of priming as the
replication fork progresses may result in shifts of priming positions and increases the
distance between two initiation sites. According to the current model of Okazaki
fragment maturation, when polδ encounters the primer of the earlier Okazaki fragment, it
displaces the primer for further processing (Figure 1.8; (189)). The aberrant priming in
pri2-2 may have several consequences. First, the mutation may affect the switching from
RNA synthesis to DNA, which will further delay the switch to polδ. In addition, the
distance for polδ to travel is longer, which may delay polδ approach to the previously
made Okazaki fragment for displacement synthesis. The delayed displacement may
result an alternative processing of the RNA-DNA primer made in the previous Okazaki
fragment. The nucleosome assembles at the matured Okazaki fragment ends (54), but it is
unknown if the maturation dictates the nucleosome assembly or vice versa. The RNA
part could be processed by RNase H. For the polα product, one possibility is that if the
nucleosome assembles at certain location regardless of the Okazaki fragment processing,
the polα product could be packed into nucleosome right away without displacement by
polδ due to the delay. Another possibility is that the delayed seal between two Okazaki
fragments may affect the nucleosome assembly, which leaves a non-stable DNA and
rarely leads to breaks. This could potentially explain why some of the pri2-2 cells are
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extremely sick (smaller colonies and higher mutation rates). Another possibility is that
prim•polα normally participates in repair of the DSB and defective primase abolishes this
additional function.
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Figure 5.12. Model explains the observed pri2-2 genome instability. The template
DNA is in black lines with labeled ends. The leading strand is in green, lagging strand is
in red. The dashed lines represent the RNA primers made by primase. The solid red line
represents the Okazaki fragment.
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To test the idea that pri2-2 leads to abnormal Okazaki fragment maturation, a defect
of the factor that affects this processing can be used. Fen1 and Dna2 endo- and exonucleases process the short and long flaps during Okazaki fragment maturation (17).
Normally Fen1 and Dna2 can compensate for each other if one is defected (189). If pri22 has a defect in normal primer removal, the mutations in either FEN1 or DNA2 can
cause more severe damage to the genome.

5.2.4 Polα fidelity depends on the presence of free hydroxyl group at the 2' carbon
(deoxyribose vs ribose) of the nucleoside monophosphate
There are several interesting biochemical properties of eukaryotic prim•polα that are
worth further exploration. Prokaryotic and archaeal primases are known to synthesize
products longer than the template (3,182). This property, however, has never been studied
in human primase. During my study, I found that human primase is able to synthesize
products twice as large as the templates (which were carefully purified by ion-exchange
chromatography or UREA-PAGE to eliminate the impurity). Archaeal primase can
perform the synthesis independent of template through its terminal nucleotidyltransferase activity (181), or across discontinued templates (182). It is likely that human
enzyme can use the second mechanism. This property would give primase•polα a unique
advantage to repair breaks, but the process is likely to generate DNA rearrangements.
Another property of polα worth further analysis is its relatively low fidelity. As we
discussed above polα can use many nucleotides analogs (83,127,147), and even bypass
templates containing RNA (165). Preliminary study shows that human polα can
misincorporate only when it extends DNA primer (Figure 5.13). The errors with RNA
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primer start to occur only after the first nucleotide incorporated is a dNMP (Figure 5.13B,
lanes 2, 9, 12, 15). The most efficient mismatches are G-G, G-T, A-A, T-C, T-G, and CA pairs. The less efficient but still doable mismatches are A-C, A-G, T-T, and C-T pairs.
Insertion of G across A and C across C are almost impossible.
To summarize this Chapter, it is highly likely that, despite amazing progress in
studies of prim•polα, future studies might still discover novel functions and additional
mechanisms attributable to this unique enzyme.
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Figure 5.13. Misincorporation of each dNTP by polα-core on templates annealed
with hetero-DNA (panel A) or hetero-RNA (panel B) primers.
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